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Pauper's closes a 28-year chapter
By Stacy Kess
REPORTER

Another chapter in BowUng
Green history came to a close
Sunday.
Pauper's Books, 206 N. Main
St., a downtown Howling Green
icon for28 years, closed ilsdoors
to business.
Owner Shawn Wilbur said the
store closed mainly because of
the changing market — one less
conducive to independent book
stores.
"Pauper's has been sort of a
book-person's book store,"
Wilbur said. "The bottom line
here is the culture has changed.
There aren't as many readers."

I le said many book stores are
struggling, whether independent, chain or niche.
"There's competition from the
Internet and there's conipelilion
for the hig-huck book stores," he
said. "Book stores are dropping
like flies."
Wilbur said the decline in business was combined with a
change in the downtown atmosphere over the last year and a half.
"Pauper's is less in tune with
the new character (of Bowling
Green) than the old," Wilbur said.
Pauper's occupied a place in
local mythology, really."
In 1975, the store opened
under the ownership of two

University faculty couples under
the name Pauper's Paperbacks —
the sign thai still hangs above the
door. Two years later, the store
moved to its present location
next to the Comer Grill when \eo
Schifferli bought the store. Tvv clvc

adding when Schifferli purchased the slore, there were less
than 10 hardback books.
He became Involved with the
Store while doing research on (he
history of paperback publishing.
Wilbur eventually took on the

"Pauper's is less in tune with the new character (of Bowling Green) than the old"
SHAWN WILBUR, FORMER OWNER OF PAUPERS BOOKS

years ago, Wilbur began working
summers at the slore, when he
moved to Bowling Green for
graduate studies.
"It was initially really a paperback exchange," Wilbur said.

responsibility of manager.
"People would talk of coming
Into this overstuffed store and
Ico and I would be able to put
our hands in it |to find a book as
if sort of miraculous." Wilbur said.

In 1997, he purchased the store
from Schifferli. I le liegan earning
more new htxik, as well as alternative and political materials.
Over its 28 yean as a Howling
Green hook slore, Pauper's
became known for Its packed
shelves and slacks of books,
"We've always had loo much
siock," Wilbur said. "It you were
interested in hard—to—find fiction or even general [literature),
on any given day there was a
good chance of it being there."
t )v er the lasi y ear, Wilbur made

a transition to Internet business
ai wwwJibertada-labs.org, as well
as began to sell oft his inventory
I le also now occupies two book-

shelves in the from room of
Squeakers < ale and I lealth Food
Store, I75N. Main St, with books
on ecology and holistic issues.
"lies a friend of ours and lie
brought Over things lie thought
our customers would be interested in," Squeakers manager lolin
U'asinski said. "Il'sa good lii."

Wilbur said, with these projects
in tile works as well as several
pel si ii ul projects, he is lot iking li i

the future,
"I'm actually prett] excited
about the next phase." he said. "If
Pauper's has lo go. Ill move on to

the next thing."

MasterPlan UN. yet to find proof
presented to of Iraqi weapons
faculty senate
By Charles J.Hanley

THE «SS0O»!E0 PRESS

space we presently have.
The pedestrian walkway
througli campus, which would
run from the stadium area
through campus to Tluirstin
Avenue, would be a highlight of
the plan's focus on fostering a
more united campus. The current
setup of streets and walkways
effectively divides the community
between the residential areas and
campus The walkway would help
lo give the community more
open access to campus.
Subsequently, the walkway would
also give students a safe way to
walking from campus to downtown without the safety risk of
crossing main streets. By providing a single walkway — the risk of
pedestrian injury would be lessened significanUy.
The Senate had a variety of
questions about the plan, ranging
from concerns about how strictly
the plan would stick to its definition of environmental sustainability, to student's concerns
about parking. While there was
no final approval or rejection of
die plan, one could not help but
be impressed with its breadth.
The Senate also addressed
other matters, such as the official
Admissions count for diis semester—20,361 students; just slightly lower than the 20,480 we had
last year.

By Nathan Roehl
RtPORUR

The Faculty Senate had their
first meeting of the year yesterday
featuring a presentation on the
Master Plan die administration
has laid out for physical improvements to campus.
The plan includes an interchange for 1-75 north of campus
and a "pedestrian main street"
running through the heart of
campus. Also included in the plan
were renovations to the library, a
new Arts Quadrangle, a Science
Quadrangle and three parking
garages.
The 30-year-plan, which took
one and a half years to develop,
emphasizes bringing a distinctive
flair to campus that invites and
engages current and prospective
students, lust as fundamental lo
the plan, however, is maintaining
the "Green" within Bowling Green
by keeping undeveloped areas
used as natural gathering places
while moving and adding buildings to reduce the "Chinese Wall"
effect present buildings cause
along Wooster Street.
Also essential to the "Green"
aspect of the plan is environmental sustainability. The plan
accounts for more than just projecting an image, but also by
planning for the future of the
areas being improved allowing
improvements to provide benefits well into the future. The plan
also emphasizes creative use of

No weapons of mass destruction have turned up In Iraq, nor
♦
has any solid new evidence lor
them turned up in Washington
or London. But what about
Baghdad's patchy bookkeeping
— the gaps that led U.N. inspectors to list Iraqi nerve agents and
bioweapons material as unaccounted for?
Hx-inspectors now say, five
months after the U.S. invasion,
that the "unaccouiitables" may
have been no more than paperwork glitches left behind when
Iraq destroyed banned chemical
and biological weapons years
ago.
...
' f
Some may represent miscounts, they say. and some may
stem from Iraqi underlings'
efforts to satisfy the boss by exaggerating reports on amis output
in the 1980s.
"Under that sort of regime, you
don't admit you got it wrong,"
said lion G. Manley of Britain, a
former chief U.N. adviser on
chemical weapons.
I lis encounters with Iraqi sciTHt ASSOCIATED PRESS
entists in the 1990s convinced
him that at times, when told to SEARCHING CONTINUES: U.S. Forces examine a mobile biological weapons facility in their search for
produce "X amount" of a weapons of mass destruction.
weapons agent, "they wrote
down what their superiors waulinterrogated Iraqi specialists, 1990s, stirred controversy the
ed to hear instead of the reality," were at times overstated.
"There was so much pressure "you suddenly realized they pasl two years by accusing U.S.
said Manley, who noted that producing VX nerve agent for exam- put on scientists to produce weren't as good as they said they officials of having failed lo make
world-class systems, they would were."
a case for war on Iraq,
ple, is a difficult process.
Ex-Marine officer Hitter, who
chief U.N. Inspector Hans
American ex-inspector Scott exaggerate their reports back to
Ritter said he, too, was sure authorities," he said. As inspec- sounded alarms about possible
WEAPONS, PAGE 2
Baghdad's "WMD" accounts tors scrutinized factories and hidden Iraqi weapons In the
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U. Campus among most interesting
By Monica Frost
REPORTER

National surveys and reports
are recognizing die University f
or its beautiful campus that students enjoy to anend, as well as
its
multiple
on-campus
living/learning communities.
Kaplan Publishing's "The
Unofficial, Unbiased Guide to
the 328 Most Interesting
Colleges, 2004 Edition" was compiled from results of Kaplan's

2004 National Survey of High
School Guidance Counselors.
Kaplan cited the University for its
beautiful campus in a rural setting. U.S. News and World
Report's annual ranking of
"America's Best Colleges" noted
the University's living/learning
and themed communities
The University is the only university from Ohio on the list of 21
that is cited for living/learning
communities.
Yale,
Duke
University, and the University of

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Michigan are a few other universities known for living/learning
communities.
The University has eight living/learning communities that
allow students die opportunity
to learn together and interact
with a community comprised of
students, faculty and residential
hall staff. Besides academic
opportunities, living/learning
communities provide students
with the opportunity to take part
in social and service activities.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING

The Chapman Community,
Health and Science Community;
Partners in Context and
Community, and Integrating
Moral Principles and Critical
Thinking are four of the campus'
living/learning communities.
There are also living/learning
communities for honor students.
French and Spanish speaking
students, and students interested in the fine arts.

Information wanted
in arson, burglary
cases
Howling Green Fire and
Police Departments are investigating a series of arson and
related burglaries. The crimes
have occurred within the city
during the last 12 to 18 months.
Three Fires occurring on
Seventh Street, Wooster Street,
and South College are involved

SURVEYS PAGE 2
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Cloudy
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in the Investigation, The burglaries resulted in stolen electronic equipment and other
personal items.
Anyone with information
can call Crimestoppers at (419)
352-0077, Information leading
to an arrest and conviction may
result in rewards up to $5,000
for the arson and S1,000 for the
burglaries.
Investigators are reminding
citizens to secure their residences when leaving.

SISB&SBHESSU3

Scattered High: 74'
T Storms Low: 52'
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Missing link may be
bookkeeping glitches
WEAPONS. FROM PAGE 1

Blix. as he left his post ihis summer, became more open in discussing discrepancies.
After the mid-1990s, "hardly
ever did (inspectors! find hidden
weapons." Blix reminded one
audience. "What they found was
bad accounting,
"It could be true they [Iraqi did
destroy unilaterally in 1991 what
they hid."
The discrepancies, disputed
for years between UN. inspectors and Iraqi officials, may be ol
more interest now that U.S.
weapons hunters are failing to
find Iraqi chemical or biological
amis.
Those weapons hunters, the
Iraq Survey Group, say they still
expect to find evidence of such
programs. Their first interim
report is expected in midSeptember. Through spokesman
Kenneth (ierhart, they declined

to comment on the role of the
U.N. discrepancies list in their
current work.
Some of the "bad" accounting
on the final U.N. list of unresolved disarmament issues:
—Although U.N. inspectors in

bombs from the 1980s than
inspectors first thought.
—The amount of biological
growth medium obtained by
Iraq suggested it was capable of
producing thousands of liters
more anthrax than the 8,900

"There was so much pressure put on scientists to produce world-class systems, they
would exaggerate their reports back to
authorities."
SCOn RITER, AMERICAN EX-INSPECTOR
the 1990s verified destruction of
T60 tons of Iraqi chemical warfare agents, including 2.5 tons of
VX nerve gas, Iraq never came up
with convincing evidence for its
claim that it had eliminated a
final, additional 1.5 tons ofVX.
—A discrepancy between Iraqi
documents left open the possibility Baghdad's military retained
6,526 more chemical-filled

liters it acknowledged.
Earlier this year, U.N. teams
were working with Baghdad to
pin down such loose ends. The
Iraqis had Ix'gun scientific soil
sampling, for example, to try to
confirm the amount of VX
dumped long ago at a neutralization site, and had filed an initial
report on March 17. Three days
later, however, the U.S. invasion

intervened.
Some such efforts had taken
on a "for-the-record" character
since, experts note, any old VX or
"wet" anthrax, for example,
would have degraded into ineffectiveness anyway.
The Iraqis never dried
anthrax to make it last longer,
says the former head of their
biological weapons program.
Nassir Al-Hindawi also reaffirms that Iraq never made
more than 8,900 liters of
anthrax. His postwar statements have added credibility
at a time when any fear he felt of
the Saddam Hussein regime
would have subsided.
American officials at times
used paperwork gaps to paint an
ominous picture. President Bush
last October spoke of "a massive
stockpile of biological weapons
that has never been accounted
for and is capable of killing millions."
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BTSU welcome back
raffles
The
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union is doing a number of raffles to welcome back
students. The winner of each
raffle will be drawn Sept. 17 at
the Falcon's Nest, but winners
do not need to be present.
Students, faculty, staff and
visitors are welcome to enter
each raffle and may have one
entry per location. Prizes vary
at different locations in the
Union.
At the information desk students can enter to win a surround sound speaker system
Wendy's is raffling off a mini
refrigerator.
The University bookstore will
raffle Bowling Green gear.

Overseas travelers are
facing new regulations
By Bryon Okada
KtilGHt BIDDER NEWSPAPERS

Themed communities attract
national attention to U.
SURVEYS, FROM PAGE 1

Besides
the
school's
living/learning communities,
the campus also provides four
themed communities: the
Batchekler Music Community,
the International Living Center.
the Wellness Community and
Greek Housing.
Dr. Kathy Moss is the coordinator of music admissions in the
College of Musical Arts as well as
the liaison to the musical residence of Batchelder Hall. "There
is a comradely of students with
like interests," Moss said.
"Especially in the cases of fresh-

men, there are uppcrclassmcn
they can go to for advice."
Moss said proximity to a certain building, such as Batchelder
to the Moore Musical Arts
Center, is another benefit forsludents living in a themed community and studying a specific
major.
La < niiiiiiiiil.nl is an example
of a living/learning community
on campus catered to Spanish
majors and minors. Spanish
speaking students and students
Interested In the Spanish culture.
In La Comunidad, students have
access to Spanish magazines,
video and other media and are

given the opportunity to learn
together as well as participate in
activities such as Mexican food
nights and salsa-dancing
lessons
lanice I'auken. the director of
la Comunidad said the community has informal chats known as
'Charles' either at restaurants or
in the residence hall. This way
"people aren't pressured by the
setting of the classroom,"
I'auken said
Mindy Berger and Sarah
I lemmerlv are both sophomores
and middle-childhood education majors that participate in
the living/learning community

of POC PCC is for education
majors and allows students the
opportunity to observe and tutor
children in the Toledo area. Both
girls agree PCX] provides a strong
sense of community as well as
the benefits of smaller classes
and positive relationships with
professors.
"A lot of the people in your
classes are in PCC, and if you
have any questions for your
homework, you can go to them,"
Berger said.

Students can win one of two
gift certificates from the
Bowling Greenery, Carnation
Cafe", Black Swamp Pub or the
Falcon's Nest
Stamper's Copy and Mail
Center will offer a $20 gift certificate and resume kit.
A Fleece stadium blanket
and two BGSU vs. OSU football
tickets will be raffled at the
Office of Student Life (room
301 in the Union)
The Office of Campus
Involvement (room 401 in the
Union) will raffle two round
trip tickets to the BGSU vs. OSU
football game. The trip
includes hotel accommodations and bus trip.

If you have relatives or friends
coming to visit this fall from overseas, they'll face tighter passport
controls.
Starting on Oct. I, citizens from
27 nations participating in a new
visa-waiver program must present a machine-readable passport upon arrival at a port of
entry. The passports have coded
data on the photo page, and all
participating countries are now
issuing them.
Here are some tips from
American Airlines about the new
program:
—Airline agents will ensure
that passengers have the correct
documentation before they can
be checked in for a flight.
—Passengers
without
machine-readable passports will
no longer be able to take advantage of the visa-waiver program.

Nationals of countries eligible for
the visa waiver who do not yet
have a machine-readable passport should either obtain one or
apply for a visa from the U.S.
Consulate in their country of residence or country of nationality
before traveling.
—All children, including
infants, must have their own
machine-readable passport; they
can no longer be included on one
of their parents' passports for
entry into the United States under
the visa-waiver program.
Nations participating in the
visa-waiver
program
are:
Andorra, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Brunei, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg,
Monaco, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Portugal, San
Marino, Singapore, Slovenia,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and
the United Kingdom.

GET INVOLVED! GREAT RESUME BUILDER! IMPROVE YOUR PUBLIC SPEAKING!

The Center of

it All...
■

iJoin BGSU's

I Sexual Assault Information Network
CASO is looking for women to educate other women
about sexual assault and other sexual offenses.
Training will be held Friday, September 26th in the
Wellness Connection from 3:30 to 9:30pm.
If interested, please contact Emily Disque at 372-0470 by
Wednesday, September 24th or stop by the Wellness
Connection in 170 Health Center to pick up an application.

i

GET'INVOLVED*!' GREAT RESUME BUILDER!' IMPROVE YOUR PUBLIC SPEAKING!"

t'onif ■ Wa11 /i the Team That Shacked
the College Football World Last Week!

Falcons r* /
tt 19 Purdue BB

.. «*

WIN GREAT PRIZES AS YOU EXPLORE THE
B0WEN-TH0MPS0N STUDENT UNION!

4^ ry

All tin.' areas of tho Bowon-Thompson Student Union arc raffling
pt i/cs to kick off tho now school year. To win,just fill out a raffle
ticket form at the one or at each prize location.
■P" _ /

WIN PRIZES LIKE...
- Surround Sound Speakers
- 2 Round Trip Tickets to the BG, Ohio State Game
- Fleeci • St. idium Blanket
- (nit Certificates
MUCH. MUCH MORE

All winners will he announced Wednesday September 1 7, 2003 <■'"
12.30PM in the Falcon's Nest Plus we Will have dooi priZI "•. ti ivia.
and free cii sseit treats! Don'I miss yout chance to WIN BIO at the
contoi of it all tho Bowon-Thompson Student Union1

BOWIN-THOMPSO

www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/union

CT

IRpKIT I JM|OI\l

'

Falcon Football S003
Liberty vs. Falcons
This Saturday - 6 p.m.
Doyt Perry Stadium
BGSU Students get in FREE to all Falcon football games
with a valid ID

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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NADER ON CAMPUS TONIGHT

CAMPUS

Former Presidential candidate Ralph Nader will address
students, faculty and community members tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the Union Ballroom. Tickets are $5 for University
students and $10 for all others and can be purchased in
204 South Hall.

Former cadets hope to
revive military school

get a l jfp
^^^^^^^
^^"■^

[Tie calendar of events is taken from
http-7/events.bgsiLedii

8 am.-5 [i.iii.
Far East Artifacts Sale
Promoting HIV/AIDS
Awareness. Sponsored by UAO.
Education Steps
10 .i.in. ' |i.in.
T.I. Solien
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

175 Art Building
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Through the Needle's Eye
Willard Wankelman Gallery
175 Art Building
10 .i.in. I p.m.
ANO Promotion
Sponsored by Anime.
Student Union lobby
10 ,1.111. . i p.m.
Delta Zeta Raffle
Delta Zeta will be raffling off
tickets for the BGSU/OSU
game.
Student Union lobby
10:30 am.-1 p.m.
Ralph Nader Ticket Give-Away
Sponsored by the
Environmental Action Group
Union Oval
11 a.m. -2 p.m.
UAO Homecoming Concert
Promotion
Education Bldg. Steps
Noon
Brown Bag lunch: "A Lesson in

tg5?

PerseveranceAnn Bowers, Interim Director
of BGSU s Center for Archival
Collections, will share the story
of Ella Steward, the first African
American woman to practice
as a licensed pharmacist in
Ohio. Bovvers, who has been
traveling the state sharing
Steward's story, learned about
the life of this extraordinary
woman when she was
collecting information about
the women who played impor
tant roles in Northwest Ohio
history. Steward and her hus
band opened a phannacy in
Toledo and helped promote
opportunities for other Black
pwple in the area to go to col
lege and start their own busi
nesses. President of the
National Association of
Colored Women from 1948-52,
she also helped integrate
Toledo movie theatres when
she refused to sit in the "black
section" (the balcony), loin us
and be inspired by the story of
a brave Ohio woman.
107 Hanna Hall

I
I

^H
^^^^^^

THE ASSOCIATED PStSS

Working Group
Explore new ways of connecting technology with community needs. This group will investigate the question: "How can
we design and build action
based, technologically medial
ed networks relevant to the
everyday contexts of women?"
Contact Radhika Gajjala for
further details:
radhik@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Meets
tlie 2nd Wednesday of each
month from 1:30-3:30 pm.
107 Hanna Hall
3:30 p.m.
Education Abroad Re-entry
Session
This session is for all students
who studied abroad during
spring 2003, summer 2003 or
during the entire 2002-2003
academic year. Come share
your overseas experience with
other returnees.
IHBOffenliauerWest
6 p.m.
Wild Wacky Wednesday
Featuring BINGO!

Noon-230 p.m.
Extreme Running Team
Fundraiser T-shirts will be sold.
Sponsored by the BGSU
Society of Entrepreneurs.
Student Union lobby
1:30 p.m.
CyberfeministWeb Building

Participation is FREE! Come
play for a chance to win great
prizes!
Student Union liilcon'sNest
7:30 p.m.
Ralph Nader Visit
Sponsored by CITE/TOPS.
Union Ballroom

Debt can affect the
attempt to succeed
(U-WIRE) MINNEAPOLIS —
Excessive debt can limit which
jobs students are able to accept
and which houses and cars they
will be able to afford after graduation.
Sarah Feit, a pharmacy graduate student in her third year at the
University, said she spends her
free time hanging out with
friends, going to bars and occasionally eating out.
She said she does not worry too
much about spending money,
despite owing the University of
Minnesota $55,000 in student
loans.
"We don't go overboard to the
point that we struggle to pay
rent," she said.
For Feit and many other
University students, debt has
become a part of college life. The
average University undergraduate who graduated in 2003 accumulated $11,582 in debt. The
numbers for graduate students
are nearly twice as high.
Students accumulating student loans and credit card debt
might not realize the potential
problems of borrowing money,
some financial experts say.
" My advice to my students is to
cut up their credit cards and cancel their accounts," said Peter
Rosko, a retired professor who
taught finance courses in the
University's Carlson School of
Management. "1 despise credit
card people. They make it easy to
get the card, but students ran up
a lot of debt."
M.EG. Paez, a loan unit manager in the University's Office of
Student Finance, said some students take out student loans to
pay off credit card debt.
"That is not what student loans
are designed to do," she said.
She said students with large
loans might be forced to accept
unwanted jobs just to pay back
the debt. The amount of debt can
be a deciding factor in the type of
house or car students can buy.
"A lot of students don't know
the long-term implications of
borrowing money and how it

JfMHfJ

could affect their quality of life."
she said.
Paez said the number of private
loans the University has granted
doubled between 2001 and 2003,
largely because the caps on federal loans have not changed since
1986, despite large tuition
increases.
Credit card companies such as
J.R Morgan Chase have offered
free merchandise in exchange for
completed credit card applications on campus since school
began last week. Many students
said they cannot resist the temp-

tation of free stuff.
Ben Greshwalk, a sports studies junior, filled out a Chase credit card application for a free Tsliirt. but he does not plan on
accepting the card. He said he
already owes $2,000 in credit card
debt, but he will not worry about
it now.
"I'll pay it off when I graduate,"
he said.
There is no obligation for students to accept the cards, Chase
officials said.

| - Men of Playgirl
Live Revue Tour
| - Tuesday, September 16
Doors Open at 9:30 pm

i
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SHELBYVILLE, Term. (AP) —
Disgusted by what they see as
the extinction of the all-male
Southern military college, some
graduates want to build one of
their own, based on the way The
Citadel and Virginia Military
Institute used to be.
That is, they say, before those
schools started admitting
women, before they stopped
saying mealtime prayers, and
before the winds of political correctness swept aside many of the
reminders of the Confederacy.
"Southern traditions that have
been tarnished and almost lost
will live again," backers of the
planned Southern Military
Institute say on their Web site.
The concept of an officer and a
Southern gentleman will be the
standard, not the exception."
The nonprofit group headed
by Michael Guthrie of Madison,
Ala., is planning to purchase a
450-acre farm in Tennessee and
hopes to open with a first class of
about 30 cadets in the fall of
2004.
It will be the nation's only private, all-male four-year military
college.
Backers say it will extol the
virtues of military discipline and
the legacy of Gen. Robert F. Lee,
Confederate symbols, including
the first national Confederate
flag, are included in the school's
promotional materials. Guthrie
said blacks are welcome to
attend.
"We have been villainized,
especially Southern Christian
heritage lias been villainized as
racist," Guthrie said. "I think
there are a lot of conservative
blacks who would understand
the issues that revolved around
the Civil War. there will also lxpeople who oppose us. The very
reason we are having to start this
school — we have become a
minority in this country."
Guthrie, an engineer for a
defense contractor and a 1977
VM1 graduate, is a former member of the League of the South, a
group thai the Southern Poverty
I aw Center in Montgomery, Ala.,
has identified as racist.
"Having a leader like that of a
college is obviously of some concern to us," said Heidi Beirich, a
spokeswoman for the SPLC,
which tracks hate groups. "This
is very much in the vein of what
these neo-Confederate organizations believe in. It is sexist. It is
to a certain extent secessionist.
To me, it sounds like the League
of the South."

Michael Mercier "".■ Associated Piess

Exclusive College: Directors plan to start a private military college in Shelbyville. Tenn.. that will have exclusively male cadets

The
Southern
Military
Institute is trying to raise
$500,000 to open' the school and
will then try to bring in an additional SI million within 18
months, Guthrie said.
"Private money and private
foundations are the only source
to maintain our freedom of
choice and freedom of education and academic freedom," be
said.
The organizers also appear to
be close to acquiring the land.
The farm owner, Dr. Robert
Canon, said he is optimistic the
side could he completed within
the next month. I lis hilly, wooded property includes a bluff
along the Duck River and a large
farmhouse that could l>e converted into a lodge or classrooms.
"I think without question they
would be an asset to the community," Canon said.
Guthrie, who is also a lieutenant colonel in the Tennessee
Army National Guard, said the
curriculum initially will be
geared toward qualifying graduates to become National Guard
officers. Guthrie envisions the
enrollment eventually growing
to about 1,200 cadets.

SKY BAR
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We have quite a few interested conservative Christian
groups, and home schoolers
have expressed interest." he said.
If all goes as planned, the
school would he just outside
Shelbyville, a city of about
Iti.OOO. 23 percent of whom are
black.
one ol those black residents,
Antonio Thompson, lives with
his wife and four children in a
house a few miles from the farm.
traffic to the farm from downtown
Shelbyville
passes
Thompson's house.
"As long its they don't bother
me, they can go on about their

business," he said
Bedford County Executive
Jimmy Woodson said he has not
been contacted by the group but
said the college would be welcome if ii "doesn't discriminate
against minorities and women."
The
Southern
Military
Institute's vice president, lack
Daniel, a 1954 VMI graduate,
said the all-male enrollment is
crucial to his vision for the
school: "We believe that education in a military environment is
assisted by male bonding."

. Regular Drink Specials
. Cover at the Door
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OPINION

'The harder you work, the
luckier you get."
CARRY PUYER Professional Golfer
(ncwwduiinl

Students should read on their own
Nobody is reading this editorial. In fact, not many people are
even reading anymore. Sure
everybody reads occasionally.
Many students read their text
books ihe night before an exam.
< )thcr students read a newspaper
in between their classes or even
in their classes. But how many
people, espicially students, read
for pleasure anymore?
Walking through any of the
dormitories on campus, the
answer would be "not manv."

TIT
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Video games and television seem
to dominate everyone's free time.
Any other free time seems
wrapped up in the Internet and
instant messaging. The small
space and loud music of the
dorms doesn't add to an environment that favors reading. With so
many different entertainment
choices and distractions for students it seems reading has
become a lost art.
The closing of Pauper's
Bookstore, 206 N. Main St., is

another indication our society's
growing disinterest in reading.
Shawn Wilbur owner of Paupers
says many books stores are
snuggling.
"The bottom line here is the
culture has changed," Wilbur
said. "There aren't as many readers."
As much as culture has
changed the written word is as
vital to today's world as it has
ever been. Take a look around
you. Imagine what your environ-

ISIX) TII.K EDITOR,

Opinions should
be backed with
facts
It is a sad thing that Mr.
Sussman displays such an
impressive vocabulary yet the
inability to write factually or
coherently. Mr. Sussman's article
is a humor column but it provides little comfort to the many
people at the University who
were likely offended by his egregious slinging of mismatched
terms and offensive labeling.

While an understanding of

world geography and a culinary
experience developed outside of
shopping mall food
courts can not be hoped for in all
cases, Mr. Sussman's points
clearly indicate a lack of preparation for this article as well as a
blatant disregard for any form of
cultural sensitivity.
My qualms number greatly with
main of the examples and much
of the content in Mr. Sussman's
article, though I will tnist in the
able and diverse student body of
BGSU to work at educating Mr.
Sussman on why so many of the
statements made were offensive
and instead choose to focus on
only one area of contention.
The proposed air of elitism
which Mr. Sussman has projected on to the many Creek organizations at BGSU simply does not
exist. At the heart of every Greek
Organization is a dedication to
community. Pride in having the
ability to pull many people
together for common goals is not
to be confused with arrogance or
elitism. Mr. Sussman, especially
toward any of the other community enriching organizations
both on and off campus organizations which usually have many
members that wear those "goofy
scarlet leners" you seem to have
such an aversion toward.
You are correct that the information presented on a sweatshirt does not inherently make a
person important, but having
your own column does make

you important Mr. Sussman as it
grants you the ability to influence trie opinions
of your faithful readers. Please do
so responsibly.
Whatever your motivations was.
this country and your very profession arc founded on the
right to have and express opinions. Please continue to do so.
but consider a more refined
approach using informed opin-

IUSTIN PETITT
STUDFNT

Sussman makes
a valid point in
column
While yesterday's letters regarding "Greek" life made some valid
points, the main premise of each
— that "Greeks" arc not paying
for friends — is at best naive
and'at worst an outright lie.
"Greek" organizations exist fully
as a means of buying professional 'social contacts. All other activities are secondary and act merely as an excuse
to perpetuate an old and inefficient power smicture.
One of the most anractive perceptions of America is that of
meritocracy. The "Greek" system
does many things, but its primary and unstated goal is to weaken this meritocracy, implementing a system that leverages not
talent or hard work, but money,
race and gender through fully
financed social networks.
Several parties would say that
I'm completely off base in this
statement. They say "Greek"
groups are mainly about
scholastic achievement and
community service. I say it's silly
that "Greek" groups trumpet
records of superficial service to
the communities from which it
is their primary goal to remove
themselves. As for academics, it's
worth noting that when "Greek"
leaders trumpet their organiza-

tions' disman less-than-average
GPAs, they are doing so in comparison with the student body as
a whole, not against other organizations whose highly-involved
students could often blow most
"Greeks" out of the water
academically. So yes, the average
"Greek" has a higher GPA than
the average slacker. So does most
of the BGSU Rock Smashing
Club; all it takes to be above
average is the will to get off the
couch, as the oft-cited "Greek"
GPAs show. Statistics less likely to
be mentioned by the "Greek"
community include their average dues, alcohol
consumption and diversity (or
homogeny) numbers.
Regarding one other oftenlauded set of facts, of course
there's a huge "Greek" presence
in leadership positions. As I've
said, the whole point of the
"Greek" system is power,
whether it's even remotely
earned or not. While there's not
time to address each of the many
disputes, the one item which
was mentioned most is the easiest to examine. While other
organizations use letters as
acronyms for words that
describe the groups' functions
(Undergraduate Student
Government, for example), the
"Greek" system utilizes symbols
as representations of non-disclosed "values". It's no wonder
" "reeks" have managed to alienate other campus dwellers; even
the organizations' "names" are
designed to be cryptic
and elitist in the worst way.
Are all "Greeks" ugly and horrible and nasty and evil by nature?
Of course not. Most are wonderful people. Would the world be a
better place if the combined
membership of the "Greek" system put their efforts toward worthier pursuits? Without question.
That said, I did not appreciate
the personal attacks against Mr.
Sussman by a select few letter
writers. I enjoy his work, and
wish him luck in whatever career
he earns.

ment would look like without
words.
You may say that you read on
the internet, or through other
forms of media That's fine, but
sitting down with a paper or a
book is a completely different
experiece.
There is no music in a book or
paper, and no instant messages.
It is just you and the words in
front of you. Turn off your cellular phone and television.
Sound extreme?

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
What is the craziest
dream you have ever
had?

A.

JACKIE KRYSH
SOPHOMORE, SPORTS
MANAGEMENT

"Swimming in a pool
ofjefi-o:

JASON POWERS
SOPHOMORE, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"Getting bit by a wolf
and carried back to
its lair."

CHRISTI B0NESTEEL
JUNIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"A spider eats me
when I get in my car."

PATRICK MAYNARD
STUDENT

More Letters to the Editor
Page 7

ANDREA GLEGH0RN
JUNIOR, INTEGRATED
LANGUAGE ARTS

"/ dreamt I was the
child ofSigmund
Freud."

Perhaps, but you're only experiencing what most generations
before ours have experienced
when they were looking to
expand their minds.
You know what?
They seemed to do okay.
The period before ours produced some of the greatest
minds in history. Albert Einstein
revolutionized the world without
ever using Yahoo.
Sitting down with a book can
also be relaxing as well as infor-

mative. Get out and away from
the electric age for a few minutes
each day. Read whatever author
you like. You'll feel smarter when
you can finally tell someone,
"Yeah, I read that."
No one may be reading anymore, but there is no reason the
trend can't be changed.
Reintroduce yourself to a few
old friends.
A few hundred pages is somewhere, just waiting to be read.

Ca«*foi*m«ygwe
into war on drugs

m

KEITH J.
POWELL
'.olwnmst

America's war on drugs is like
waging a war on the ocean; we
can't win and it makes the people fighting look foolish. This
misguided effort is the Vietnam
of public policy, a quagmire
with increasingly waning support that is ravaging an entire
generation, a generation suffering from an illness. It boggles
my mind to think that while
people have no trouble recognizing alcoholism as a disease
serious enough to warrant treatment drug addiction is still
treated as a crime.
Canada appears to be adopting a more humane approach
to dealing with the war on
drugs. In recent months
Canada's Justice Minster Martin
Cauchon has gone on record
with a plan to "modernize"
Canada's marijuana laws. The
plan reportedly would not make
marijuana legal but would take
steps to decriminalize its use
and possession in small
amounts, replacing jail time
with fines. Canada's new attitude is not merely limited to
"soft drugs" like marijuana
either; Canada is also reaching
out to curb the threat posed by
"hard drugs." Vancouver is currendy in the midst of a "hard
drug" epidemic with over 2,000
people dead in the past decade
as a result of overdose and
infection. With no other option
left the city of Vancouver has
decided to institute a program
of "harm-reduction." In a back
room at 327 Carrall St. heroin
and crack addicts are being
allowed the opportunity to
shoot up under the care and
supervision of a registered
nurse. The operation is privately funded, open between 10 pm
and 2 am everyday, and offers
drug users sterile swabs, fresh
needles, as well as information
regarding rehab programs.
While the operation is currently
technically illegal that might not
be the case for very much
longer. By the middle of
September the city hopes to
open a similar operation to be
managed by the Vancouver
Costal Health Authority.
It should come as no great
surprise that Washington is less
than enthused about Canada's
new attitude. U.S. Drug Czar
lohn Walters said "it's immoral

to allow people to suffer and die
from a disease we know how to
treat," he then went on to add
that "there are no safe-injection
sites." Special Assistant in the
U.S. Office of National Drug
Control Policy, David Murray,
warned that as a result of these
safe-injection sites the U.S. will
likely have to tighten border
security.
Despite the grave warnings
by Walters and Murray, an
increasing number of
Americans are likewise starting
to question the manner in
which the war on drugs is being
fought. Among those questioning die United State's handling
of the crisis is Supreme Court
Justice Anthony Kennedy.
Recently Kennedy asked the
American Bar Association to
lobby congress to repeal
mandatory minimums, a policy
that largely targets non-violent
drug offenders. In regards to
mandatory minimums
Kennedy said that "our
resources arc miss spent, our
punishments too severe, our
sentences too long." Though
Kennedy did not specifically
mention drugs he did describe
the American penal system as
being of a "remarkable scale,"
adding that "out of sight, out of
mind is an unacceptable excuse
for a prison system that incarcerates over two million human
beings in the United States."
In 2000 voters passed the
Substance Abuse and Crime
Prevention Act. Under this act
individuals convicted of drug
possession are sent to rehab
instead of jail with the condition
that they must report to a probation officer and still face the
possibility of jail time if they
receive three "treatment failures."
This policy seems to be a success with the number of ding
users in jail decreasing by 30
percent in 2001, which translates into a savings of $95 million. This is opposed to Florida
where Gov. Bush is asking for
an additional $66 million for
prisons while making drug and
alcohol treatment programs
available at only four of the 55
Florida prisons.
Drug addiction is a disease
and it is long overdue dial the
United States recognize it as
such. The United States recently replaced Russia as the world's
leading jailer with 40 percent of
all federal prisoners being drug
offenders. Treatment is the
solution, save jail time for the
real criminals.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Greek column
is not funny to
some students
While reading Monday's
"humor" column tilled Greek
Life is not really Greek, I was
thoroughly confused about the
point of the column until about
halfway through the article.
Then it hit me: it was yet another
attempt at discrediting the Greek
system.
It is incredibly frustrating to
have to defend myself, my sorority and the Greek community on
a daily basis to so-called "Greek
experts" who probably have
never had a conversation with
anyone in a fraternity or a sorority. If they truly did understand
how Greek people and the Greek
system functioned, they would
understand that we do place
school above anything else.
Sororities and fraternities implement study tables, good grade
incentives, mentoring programs
and public scholarship award
ceremonies Not to mention, you
cannot even get a bid into a
Greek organization without good
grades. Please try and tell me
again that good grades aren't
important to us.
I am proud to be in a sorority
and I am proud of my letters. By
adorning them on my sweatshirt
and bag does not mean I think
that my sorority is better than
any other organization on this
campus. Rir someone to even
call my letters "goofy scarlet letters" is extremely offensive and

(KRT) State-supported universities and colleges must devise
new strategies if they are to
weather the fiscal crisis confronting them and preserve dieir
vital role as escalators in our
upwardly mobile society.
They are the institutions of
first resort for youngsters of

rude. 1 don't discredit nor mock
others who wear the slogan or
name of their organization on
their shirts. I also find it
extremely hypocritical that
someone can accuse Greek associations of thinking they are better than other clubs, when in fact
by criticizing and condemning
us, they are the ones actually
portraying the false sense of
superiority.
Matt Sussman, the author of
the article said, "If it were me, I'd
rather add an extra-curricular to
my resume! that my potential
future employer will be able to
comprehend at first glance."
Well, no worries Matt, my
assume is quite adequate, lam
involved in many other nonGreek organizations, as well as
quite a few internship and other
activities. However, you better
believe I will include my sorority
as well. At first glance, my
potential future employer might
now know which chapter I was
specifically in, however they will
immediately know that 1 have
dedication, commitment, and
leadership skills that most people would find commendable
within a future employee.
By the way, the whole "1 don't
have to pay for my friends,"
expression is incredibly clichcS. I
don't pay for my friends, lb
operate a functional organization, it requires money.
University organizations get
their money directly from the
school, however we get our
money from our members.
Without money, it would be
impossible to mn efficiently.
Next time before someone
decides to unjustly bash the
Greek community, 1 suggest you

do your homework. Did you
know that Greeks have 20,386
community service hours
reported and raised $103,762 for
charity Spring semester alone?
Or how about 58 percent of
Greeks are involved in other
BGSU student groups. My guess
would be no! I understand it is a
lot easier to blindly attack the
Greek system based solely on
ignorant stereotypes and angry,
bitter, cynical remarks.
Next time you feel the urge to
write an article, I would encourage you to write about something that actually has more substance than a narrow-minded
ranting on a group of people that
have done nothing more than
try to improve the University and
the Bowling Green community
through out countless hours of
community service, great scholarship and incredible leadership
and involvement on campus.

are particularly important for
those aspiring to professions that
communities need badly but
pay pooriy. Where else can
teachers, nurses, librarians and
others devoted to public service
get an affordable education?
Now, public campuses are
becoming less accessible to
those who most need them.

to the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities,
the average hike for in-state students this fall is 12.3 percent
That follows a hefty increase last
year.
The immediate cause is the
fiscal woes afflicting most states,
prompting legislators and governors to savage higher education
budgets. Auburn University,
which 1 serve as president, has
suffered similarly, though we
remain affordable relative to
peers in our region. Thanks to
factors peculiar to Alabama,
Auburn has coped with anemic
state support for decades.
11 istory has honed our survival
skills.
This experience tells me that
while plunging states' revenues

Education is now
limited to the elite
Across the country, tuition and
fees are rising rapidly while programs are being cut. According

modest means, including
minorities. And while they train
students in every discipline, they

MELISSA WURTZ
STUDENT

As I read the Letters to the
Editor in yesterday's issue of The
BG News, all of which are very
critical of the ignorant "humor"
column written about Greek
Affairs on Monday by Matt
Sussman, two things come to
mind.

Sussmarfs
humor column
is ignorant
I'd recommend that Sussman
take a look at the variety of different names lining the opinion
section, replying back to his col-

umn. Many of these writers are
students who have worked hard
during their stay here at BGSU
and are constandy trying to
make a difference.
Several of these student leaders were enraged by his ignorant
libel written against, quite possibly, one of the core foundations
of these leaders' lives. I know for
a fact that one of these writers
takes an average of six classes a
semester and still manages to
efficiently run his organization
while participating in his chapter's activities. That takes determination. So why take such a
cheap shot at people with such
integrity and drive?
But more importantly, I was
shocked that all six letters were
from Greek students. The perpetuation of stereotypes within
the Greek affairs community
could have easily been geared
toward any other minority within our campus. As an independent student, there are several
aspects of the Greek program
that have no appeal to me. 1,
along with another 87 percent of
the University, made a conscious
decision not to join a fraternity
or sorority. Even more, 1 might
not have been upset if the column had have insightfully and
specifically pointed out things he
might not completely agree with.

uniting the Greek community by
brining the four Greek councils
together within seconds. And as
a former BG News opinion
columnist, I know the difficulty
of cranking out a column a
week. Yet, this was intolerable. 1
left the journalism to other people simply because I wasnt good
at it
DJ. JOHNSON
STUDENT

People attending Bowling
Green State University athletic
contests are more than just spectators or fans; they are a part of

Falcon football
needs student
support

What a sad day for our campus. In a sense, he did end up

the game themselves.
Anyone who has ever experienced a Falcon event knows the
importance of crowd behavior.
The complexity of the game is
directly affected by vocal participation off the gridiron or ourt.S
Speaking for myself and my
peers, we believe that attending
Falcon football games this fall is
a responsibility for the community, especially students. We feel
that there is a mutual agreement
between participants and
patrons. We appreciate the athletes desire for the game and
ability to compete. In return, the
players exhibit their respect and
gratitude specifically speaking
after football games by congregating in front of the stands to
thank the Falcon fellowship and
recite the school Alma Mater or a
chorus of Ay-Ziggy-Zoomba.

is the crisis de jour, state-supported higher education faces a
more basic chaUenge. The fact
that many state governments
have inflicted deeper cuts on our
institutions than on other programs demonstrates a deficit of
political will to maintain affordable public universities.
Authorities have made clear
that we must slake our claim by
demonstrating anew the value of
investing tax dollars in us. This
need is emerging in many states.
Priorities vary with venue, but I
suggest that five measures apply
widely.
Research must remain one of
a public university's three basic
missions, along with instruction
and community outreach, but
we can better focus research on

projects thai demonsirably promole economic development in
our states. The vigorous role
played by Duke, the University of
North Carolina and North
Carolina State in Research
Triangle Park _— a great asset to
their slate's economy — is a
model lo be followed.
All state universities want
some students from elsewhere
and charge them higher tuition.
Schools that have difficulty finding enough qualified recruits
often lower that differential to
the point where the host state's
taxpayers, in practical terms,
pick up the lab. This is a mistake
in both academic and political
terms. If a school's merits are
insufficient to attract the right
mix of applicants, thai institu-

But this column, like his others, had few logical deductions
and disseminated more incorrect stereotypes that our society
could do without.

Upon arrival Saturday, when
we faced Purdue, we took the
role of a small fish swimming in
a big pond Making our way
from parking lot to the stadium
we received a barrage of negative
remarks from the locals, including not knowing who were are
where we are from. We kept to
ourselves and expressed our
emotion during the game.
Afterward we realized strength is
not always measured by numbers, but rather heart
Purdue didn't quite "Boiler
Up" to the faith of Bowling
Green, and I'm sure they know
who we are now! I personalty
feel the Falcons faithful y represented themselves and the
University.
For the few hundred (if that)
who traveled to West Lafayette
Saturday, I thank you. We were
just not treated to a watershed
victory over Purdue, but more so
a contributing element in the
Falcons'success. I have heard
basketball coach Uakich say it
and I'm sure first-year football
coach Brandon will recognize it,
"Thank you fans, you are the
best." Now I say, "Thank you
players and coaches for inspiring
us and bringing out the best of
what BGSU is all about: pride." I
can only do what I do best, and
that is to express my ecstatic
spirit and to encourage everyone
to come out and support the
Falcons. "Hey Buckeyes, wake
up. You've got company."
TYLER SWORDEN
STUDENT

tion's viability must be reconsidered.
A state's higher education
establishment vies for public
dollars in a zero-sum game thai
pits it against those who represent primary and secondary
schools This divisive approach
should give way to a holistic one.
We should create alliances to
make the case that public education at all levels serves the public
interest.
Accountability has become a
buzzword in several sectors of
society for good reason. The
polity demands it Public universities and colleges must
accommodate thai demand if
they are to prevent the current
fiscal crisis from becoming a
chronic condition.

Chances that an American lives within 50
miles of where they grew up: 1 in 2.
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Trvt Monrtf UWe *howt the percent of womm who got pregnant wfale uung dAmr-l ttrdi ol
contracept»e method* H grm both the lowest eipected rale d pregnancv (the 'ale expected
» women who uW each method e«actfc ai fl vhouk) be uved) and the typ<al rate of pregnancy
IwKh memdn women who became pregnant became thev fcrgotto
because the. dd not fofew the oVecbor* earth)
ttmm E^»«ncln« an AcOdMtf Pn.
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Mouhfriot uw**Wt
Df PO PROVSAA rf vou have

if vou thrt you might be pregnant
• if you have arn- vegrW Ueedng wWout a B>0*n n

•
•
•
•
•

if vou
if vou
if vou
if vou
il vou

have had cancer of the breast
have had a stroke
have or hj* had btood ctott (phuwrsi r, your legs
have proMemv with vour fever or K* diseaie
are *»cg< to OfPO-PftOVfRA (rr^oro.-p-ogesie-or : acetate or an/ ol <t\ other

Wh.T olh« thmo. •houkl I contidw D«o» mmg OtfO-MlOVEHA
Contraceptive Injection?
ibu wl have a physical eaamrmipon betae >w doctor prescrtfe* DfPOPWMRA H <s
important io irl icw "earth ca*e provider d vou ti»t any o* the blowng
• a fam.1. h*tc#, o* breast canter
• an abnormal rrummograrn (breast a-ray). ttrocysu breast dneave breast nodules or lumps, or
bleedog from your tpples
• kidner dnease
• erefular o> scariv menstrual penods
• ivfh food pressise
• m*r*nr headaches

• ,:•"•.

• ep-epsy uofMAmrn or seuum)
■ dabetes or a larrWy hntcr, o* dabetes
■ a hntorv of depression
Thta product ra ntanded to prevent pregnancy. It doe* not protect
tramrnMaion of HIV (AIDS) and other uniM. tremrntBPd Mlinu eucn M
chtamydte. QenrUI htrpe«. oarMUW warta. oortorrht*, hepatnie D. and typhaW.
What .( I want io become pregnant after uMng DCPO PROVERA Contr»c«p«y*
kifacOon?
Because DFPO PROVf OA n a bng actng bnh conlrol method " tales some tme e»er your last
niecl«i <or its effect to wearof Based cri the resulls from a larp stuft done >n tr* l>«cd States
k» wemen who stop usng Df PO-PROVtRA r> ordar to become pregnant A n ejected that
abouNhrfoftrcnevvhotexomefxefTMriiwddosortabout lOnxrthsrferlhe»Usi«»ect«n
about two thrdi of those wno become pregnant wJ do so n about 12 months Jboul B3* o<
ihose who become pregnant wd do so n about i S months, and about 9 3% of those who bee ome
pregnant w* do so n about 18 monVn after the* last rfetbon The length of tme you use
jJtjOfROVWha noeiKt on te^toni«'ftf^g" *o become prefsyt after ffu stop usng a.
WhaH are Use iteka of uwng DCPOPROVEfU ContracaptM injectionT
l VrrguMr Vensrnui SMxkw
Ihe sde effect reported mod hequentl, by women who use DfPOPftOVfRA fcr
(Ort/*cept«on is a crunge n the* ncrmal menstrual cyde Ourmg the (ojt vtar of uvng
IXPO PROVIRA vou mghl have one or more of the <oeowr« changes rrfgW or
urtpradKtabk bleeding or spottrf an axrease or decrease »i menstrual bieeoW or no bleedog
at all U«uwa»/ heavy or continuous UeeoV* however n not a usual effect of DtPOfflOVERAT
and if this happens, you should see your heJlh-care provder nghl away Wih ccnurwed use of
Uf PO-PROVtRA. Ueedrig utuaty decreases, and many women stop havng penods <omplrter>
n <u™cal studies d> Df PO PROVERA. SS% of the woman ,tu*ed reported no menstrual
UeeoVg lamencrrhea) after I year of use andbBHof the woman slutted repc* led no menstrual
taeedrf after I years of use the reason Mat vour penods stop ft because Df PO PROVTRA
causes a restrig state n vou- ovanes When your ovanes do not release an egg montht. the
regular monthly powth ol Ihe mrej of your uterus does not occur and Marefcre the Ueedng
that comes
w*h
w«h your narnai
narnal meyrstruabon
meyritruabon don not late
tate place
puxi When m tt "1 usmg
IX PO PROVERA your menstrual penod w* jiuafy > i Ume. nptum to its normal cyde
IM of Df POPROVERA ma, be assooated w«h a decrease e> the amount of mreral stored n
vovr bonn Thncoutdnrvase rournsk of deveOprf bone fractures the -ate of bone mrverai
loss n greatest m Ihe early yea-j of DEPO-PROVERA use. but after that n begm lo resemtte tw
rormal rale of age related bone mrvjyjl loss
3 Cancer
Stuttes of women who have used drterert ferns of contraception found Ihat women who used
DlPO-PROVEflA far contracepfcon had no r>creased overal nth of developng cancer of the
bn»>Ao»«uleruYcervo1 or liver rtomeAer, women under 35 years of age whose Irst exposure
to Of PO PROVTRA was w*hn the pn-vsous 4 to S wars may haw a saghtty nceased nsk of
developrigbreast cancersrn*»riothat seen w«h or*contracaptivn ibu should dncuMthn w«h
vour health-care prwder
f l>»»pfnnj IVefqnfy
Because (XPOrRCMRA A such an effective contraceptive method the n» of acodentat
prrgnancp far women who get the» shots regulaiy (every 3 months [ 13 weeks!) a very low
vVhSe there tave been njpom of an increased nsfc of low brlh weetrl and neonatal rtfam death
or other healtf. problems r infants concened dose to the ume of dfec&on. tuch preanjrican tn
uncommon IT you Mr* you may have become pregnant while uvng Uf PO PROVTRA far
contrxepbon, see you- heaCn-care proMder at soon as powtN
SAiv-pc ffrutrans
Some women uwng DfPO-PROVERA Contrateptee Injection have reported severe and
pwenbary iae-tr*eater*ig atenjx ntacbons known as anaphylans and anaphvbxtoU reactions
Sfmptoms nkde the sudden onset of hwn or sweffng and *f«ng of the ten breethng
dffVuibn and a drop n bbod pnnaure

eOer Hats
Women who use honnone-based com/ateptnes may have an ^creased nsk of blood clots or
sfcott Aho i< a contraceptive method (ah there n a poswOlity Ihat the fertAMd eg w« bean
to devetop outude of tne utenn lectopc pnmancy) Whte these events are rare you should
te» rou' 'vfatth-care ixowde- i MM have any of the problems inted m the nent section
What aymptomi mav atonal probtema white ualni DEPO-PROVERA
Contracaptive ksJacttortT
Cat iu> •leaV -ire ifAlr "medatety it any of these problems occur faaoweia an aMCbon
o'DfPO-PROVERA
■ sharp ctesl par, coughng up of Wood or sudden shortness of breath (rvicaung a possible ckjt
nthelung)
• sudden severe headache or vormbng. oVmess or lartng. prottems wth your eyes^ht or
speech weakress or rwmbnns «n an ami or leg (odcat»t a posvb»e stroke)
• severe pan or swears* n the caK (rsdcatrg a posvtte clot n the lag)
• unusuat, heavy vagrul Weedng
■ severe pan or tenderness m the kower abdomesjl tm
• peisntc-nt pan pus v bleedr* at the njecnon sue
What are Me 11 ifli atee eMacf ol DEPO-PROVERA Conaaoep*.. IrsiactionT
tWajMGoi
tbu may expenence a weate aan wnw> you in uvr% Df PO PROVE RA About two thrds of
the women who used DEPO-PROVTRA m carncal tiuh reported a wcfht gan of about 5 pounds
Ounng the Irst year of use You may continue to gan weljert after the frst rttf Women n one
large study who used IXPO PROVIRA far 2 years fared an average total of 81 pounds over
those 2 vears or appronmatetr 4 pounds per year Women who conbnued far 4 years gamed an
average tot* o" IJ 8 pourds ovw tr«se 4 years, cr aponidrnateiy 3 S pounds per year Women
who cortrued lor 6 years gated an average total of 165 pounds over those 6 yearv a
apcroiirnaiely 2 >"5 pounds per year
/Other ide EflKts
In a dr*a) study of over 3.900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 yean some
women reported the faAowasi effects Ihat may or may not have been related lo thee use of
DfPO-PROVERA rregutar menstrual bVedre, amenorrhea headache nervousness. abdom*wJ
cramps Ctonms. weakness or fatigue decreased se«ual desre leg cramps, nausea, vapnal
dncharge or antation, breast sweffng and tenderness bfaatrf, sweang of the hands or fan,
backache depressnn rrtornrva. acne peM pan no her growth or eicessne har loss, rash hot
lashn and jore pan Other problerns were reported by very lew of the women n Me ckncal
tnah. but some of these could be senous These rtclude cor^seuons. jauntee ursnary tract
nfacbonv aierw< reactions lantra; paralnw ostaoporosft. lack of -eUm to tertlrty. deep ven
ttrertjo^putriorviryembot* breast cancer or cerv«al cancer * Mese or any other problems
occur our* your use of Df PO PROVIRA one us* them wrth your health-care (rovOe.

£3£BgihSM "*

M Wtd dw1nt

*

Crtarien (am^icaMathrnde) «s an antuncer drug Mat may vgnacandy decrease Me
effectrvenes* of DEPO^PaCWsA a* Ml two drugs am grven dumg (he same tme

(MIMMM

AIMough MPO-PROVERA can be passed :o Me nursng mtert n Me breast m*\ no ham**
effects have been fausd «i Meia cTdoten DEPOPROVEKA don not prevent Me breasts Irom
producasg ma\ so <t can be used by nurung mothers However, to mrwntie the amount of
DfPO PROVERA Mat ft passed to the nfant n Me km weeks after DrM you should wart mtJ
6 week* after ihadbrin tefare you start usre DEPO PROVERA for contraception
How often do I tag my aha*, af Of»0 PlXPreWA CuMaiaaa],, l^iuiianT
The retommendeo dose of DfPO PROVERA n 150 mg every 3 months (13 weeks) avenna
snglr reramuKuUr njaftcn n Me buttock or ^jper arm To mate sure MaVvCAi are <*Ot prefrunt
at Me tme of Me Irst reKton. it a etMnUf Mitt Me raxbon be pven OfffLT duma Ma am
5dMofanorrrrtmanatrs«panod If used (olovnng the deMr, of a ch*l Me Irst reecuon of
Df PO PROVE RA MUST be pven vMMn 5 days alter chtobrM i you are rsot bniast kVecVg c6 weeks after ch*fo«W il you are exclusive*, breast -faedre; If you wart kxajer Man 3 monMi
(l 3 weeks) between ryNtions or longer Than 6 weeks after defcvery your heaBh-care provdr
should dnemsne Mat you are not pregrent before givetg you yowr^ectionof DEPO PROVERA
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Management Inc.

716 E. Wooster, I bdrm 12.
410/mo + Elec, Aross from
Campus
OPEN NOW

Management Inc.

HUlsdalc Apt, 1082 Fairview
2 Bdrm AptsJ one 3 Bdmr Twnh.
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal.
I 1/2 Baths- Washer/Dryer Hookup, BGSU Bus slop.
FEW OPEN NOW

"" °' MPO-PROVERA

i/vinsed **noth
DurtneMe tmt you are usng Df PO PROVE RA far cc**acepWnyoumayik<iapenodor your
penods may slop completely If you have been lecervng your DEPO PROVERA reectere
regularV every 3 monMs (13 weeks) Men you are probably not pregnant However, if you MM
that rou may be pregnant see your heaKhcare provder
/ UiDuniiir i lev rrenJCloni
It you are scheduled far m laboratory tests, let your heafavca-e prowder Mat you are uvng
DEPO-PROVERA far contracapbon Cerlan bfaod tnts *e afceted by hormones such as
DEPO PROVERA

"*

Management Inc.
A FEW APARTMENTS
LEFT
Call 353-5800

9

Pharmacia
SUWohn

♦ivtEk^CA
Manage mept Inc.

Evergreen Apt 215 E.Poe*
One I Bdrm open
2Bdrm#66ci#ll6PV
Laundry on she. BGSU bus slop

OPEN NOW

Management Inc.

Stop by our Office at
1045 N. Main Si.

or check website
WWWjneccahycnm
for complete listings

for next year.
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BRIEFING

WEDNESDAY

Public invited to Hall
of Fame dinner

September 10,
2003

The five members of the
BGSU Athletic Hall of Fame
class of 2003 will be inducted
during a formal dinner on
Friday in the Union Ballroom.
Members of the Hall of
Fame class include: coach and
administrator Fred Beyerman,
men's swimmer Hank Reest,
football players Mark
Szlachcic and Erik White and
hockey coach lerry York.
The public is invited to
attend the induction dinner.
Social hour begins at 6 p.m.
with dinner served at 7 p.m.
and the program starting
shortly afterwards.

ESPN
needs to
stick to
sports
ZACH
BAKER
Vitamin 7.
The third installment of ESPN's
"Haymakers" aired last night The
show, loved by some and hated by
others, depicts a fictional football
team and deals with issues prevalent in today's sporting world, from
drug testing to injuries.
Having only seen one episode, 1
cannot comment on the show
itself, but can only say that the network which carries it, ESPN, is
heading down a dangerous road
Sports fans of today grew up with
ESPN. From the days when it aired
programming such as Australian
niles football and kickbaxing from
the Philippines, ESPN provided a
safe haven from fiction, something
thai just about every other station
(save the newschannelsl had plenty of
ESPN was the place to go for
sports. Whether it was a 4 am. edition of Sports Center, or a classic
edition of NFL films, the station has
given the sports nut a place to find
everything sports.
Yet recently, things have been
:changing
I ESPN has become less about
sports and more about entertainment Vince McMahon would be
so proud.
It was a trend that started almost
a decade ago, when ESPN began
the ESPYs, a sports version of the
Grammies or Oscars.
Of course, ESPN's awards are
essentially meaningless, since the
important awards (league MVP's
and the Heisman Trophy] are given
out elsewhere
But that hasn't stopped ESPN
from running the show from over a
decade, complete with celebrities,
most of whom probably only
attend Lakers games, and only do
that to be spotted by the cameras at
court side
This only happened once a year
tliough. so there wasn* much need
forconcern.
That is, until recently, when
ESPN decided to try its hand at film
making
This has led to ESPN creating
films about such sports figures as
Bobby Knight and Paul "Bear"
Bryant The films will likely not be
winning any awards, unless of
course ESPN decides to create an
; ESPY for "Best ESPN Film"
The point is that if someone
wanted to watch a TV movie, they
could turn to HBQ who is known
for their film making.
Or they could go to the theater.
If they want to watch a television
drama, they could head to the other
70 or so channels showing them,
ESPN is a sports station. It presents superb broadcasts of aD the
four major sports. It has also produced excellent sports documentaries and other nonfiction sports
programs.
ESPN is the best at what it does, so
why would it want to do anything
else?
I'm sure they have well
researched reasons, but for me it
comes down to the bet that lb
rather watch sports,
That's why I watch ESPN.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

BG to honor five at game
By Dan Gedney
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The founder of BGSU's baseball, basketball and track programs will be among five new
members inducted into the
BGSU Athletic Hall of Fame this
weekend.
Fred Beyerman, who came lo
BG in September 1915, was hired
as an instructor of physical education, but had an interest in
developing an athletic program.
He recruited and coached the
school's first basketball learn
during the 1915-16 season.
Beyerman was also the coach of
BG's first baseball learn, which
began play in 1918.
While serving as the school's
baseball and basketball coach,
Beyerman was named athletic
director and was the leader in
the founding of the Northwest
Ohio Athletic Association, which
began play in the 1919-20 season
and consisted of five schools —
BG, Toledo, Bluffton, Defiance
and Findlay— competing in
baseball
and
basketball.
Football, track and tennis were
added lo the program within
three years.
Beyerman served as NWOAA
president for four years and won
the school's first championship
during that time when the baseball team captured the NWOAA
championship in 1921. He also
established the school's first athletic committee and put the first
track team together in 1923
before leaving BG to start The
Wood
County
Insurance
Company. Beyerman died in
December of 1955.
The rest of the class of 2003
consists of: Hank Reest, Mark
Szlachcic, Erik White and lerry
York.
Reest was an All-American
swimmer for BG in 1959 and
1960. He won All-American honors in the 220-meter freestyle
during his sophomore year,
becoming the first sophomore in

Leininger sits down
to tackle "Take 10"
By Dan Gedney
ASSISTANT SPORTS (OITOR

In our next installment of
our weekly "Take 10," defensive lineman Matt Leininger
runs the gauntlet and
answers our rigorous questions covering life's more
important issues.
"Take 10" is our atlempt to
help you, our reader, get to
know the student athletes of
Bowling Green a little better.
It is sort of a spin-off of
ESPN's "Budweiser Hot Seat,"
but this is actually worth taking the time to read. If nothing else, we can promise lhat
Ben Affleck will never "Take
10."
Be sure to check out next
week's edition when Ihe
women's soccer team's cocaptain Kasey Freeman will
ARE YOU READY?: Matt Leininger steps up to the plate this week
take ten.
to answer our ten questions.
1. What is your favorite
sports movie?
"Bull Durham."
8. What is your favorite
5. Original Nintendo or
Game Cube?
pet?
2. What Is a song that moti"Original."
"My chocolate lab Ziggy."
vates you?
"Stupified by Disturbed."
6. Who would win in a
9. What Is your favorite fast
fight, Kermit the Frog or Bugs food restaurant?
3. What is the best concert Bunny?
"Rally's because of the
you ever attended?
"Bugs Bunny."
fries."
"Dave Matthews."
7. Who was your favorite
10. What was your favorite
4. What was your favorite "Saved By the Bell" charac- "Rocky" movie?
toy growing up?
ter?
"Four, where he faces the
"Teenage Mutant Ninja
"Slater."
Russian."
Turtles action figures."
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school history to win AllAmerican honors in swimming
He was also part of a 440-meter
relay team that went undefeated
in the regular season, won the
Mid-American
Conference
championship and finished
sixth in the nation during the
1959-60 season. Following his
graduation, Reest was honored
with the inception of the Henry
Reest Swimathon Trophy by BG
swimming coach Sam Cooper.
Szlachcic was a wide receiver
for the Falcons from 1989-1992
and helped lead the team to
back-to-back MAC titles and
bowl game victories in 1991 and
1992. He currently ranks second
in school history in career receptions with 182, third in receiving
yards with 2,506, fourth in touchdown catches with 18 and 10th
in all-purpose yards with 2,821.
White compiled a record of
24-7-2 over three years as the
Falcons starting quarterback. I le
led BG to a record-tying 16 consecutive MAC wins in 1991 and
1992 and won the Vem Smith
Award and AII-MAC First-Team
honors both years. He ranks
third in school history in completions |515|, attempts |950],
yards passing 16.0721 and touchdowns 139|York is BG's all-time winBen Swanjer BG Ne»s
ningest hockey coach. He compiled a record of 342-248-31 dur- RUNNING LANE: Falcon running back BJ. Lane runs for a gain during BG's 27-26 win over Purdue.
ing his 15-year tenure at BG. He BG takes on Liberty this Saturday and will induct five new members into the BGSU Athletic Hall of
was the head coach of the Falcon Fame at halftime.
squad that won the NCAA chain - liberty.
"I'd love lo see 25,000
ihe game."
pionshipin 1984. York is currentQuarterback losh Harris fans here Saturday night,
Coming off an upset of Purdue
ly the head coach at Boston and having defending national said he is is focused on because we've gol a solid
College, his alma mater. He champion Ohio Stale coming up Saturday's game.
team," Brandon said. "If
became the second coach in next week, the Falcons have the
"You can't look past any- you're a foolball fan, I
NCAA history to lead two differ- challenge of slaying focused on body. We can't come out
would think you would
ent schools to national champiwith a lackluster perfor- want to be here. Our
onships when he led BC lo the the lask at hand, beating Liberty.
"It's pretty easy, you have to mance," Harris said. "We're offense is full-throttle, our
national title in 2001. He enters show up every week and play," trying lo do something spe- defense is aggressive, tackthe 2003-04 season as college head coach Gregg Brandon said. cial this year. I'm not think- les well and plays hard. If
hockey's fifth winningesl coach "I'll tell them what I told them ing a Ixi ii i
being 3-0 you're a foolball fan of any
with a record of 668-473-61.
kind, I'd think you'd want
before Eastern Kentucky. 'If we because we're not 3-0."
The class of 2003 will be introBrandon is hoping for a to be here on Saturday at 6
play with full-speed effort, and we
duced at halftimc of Saturday's limit our mental errors, we'll win full house Saturday night.
p.m."
foolball game between BG and

Ruggers go 3-1
over the weekend
By Wes Holsmger
GUEST REPORTER

Two weeks into the season,
the No. 9 Bowling Green
rugby learn is making a statement against other ranked
teams.
Over the weekend, the
Falcon ruggers defeated No.
14 Indiana University of
Pennsylvania 64-5 and 60 -0.
BG also split with a senior
men's team, the Cleveland
Rovers, losing 20-0 in the
first game but taking the
nightcap 22-7.
The victories over IUP
were especially sweet for the
Falcons because Ihe Tudors
are one of a handful of teams
thai have had success
against ihe Falcons over the
past two decades.
Last weekend was the first
time that any of the BG-IUP
matches had a point differential greater than five.
"We've had some great
games with IUR" said BG's
head
coach
Roger
Mazzarella. "I'm happy to see
that we've put a little distance on them, but it is more
important to see how all our
guys new to the first XV
responded to the intensity of
a high level match."
Mazzarella pointed out in
particular centers Carl
Samuel and Zac Molnar and
lock Brandon Wilkin.
"Carl and Zac are still getting used to each other so
some of the exchanges aren't

as crisp as we're used to
around here, bul boy did
they lear up the IUP defense
once they got going."
Falcon Assistant Coach
Chris llopps singled Samuel
out along with wing Chad
Cunnigan and flanker Alex
Demma for their defensive
work.
"All three laid down a couple of 'welcome to the NFL'
hits on IUP ball carriers,"
Hopps said. "The wolf pack
mentality thai starled with
Demma is starling lo spread
through ihe entire learn."
At the halfway point of the
first period, BG was down
but started to make a comeback. Eight man Fred
Ackermann broke through
the Tudor defense to score
on a long run right at the
start of the match, but for the
next 15 minutes IUP bottled
BG up in their own end.
The Falcons had eight
penalties to IUP's four.
"The outcome of the
match was up for grabs right
there," Mazzarella said.
After that lull, the Falcons
found some opportunities to
score.
Flanker Alex Demma
broke free to score. Center
Carl Samuel went the for a 30
yard score. Fullback Matt
Johnston went 70 yards up
the sideline for a try, and
center Zac Molnar picked off
RUGBY. PAGt 8
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Clarett saga continues
Sophomore tailback will more than
likely miss entire
season due to academic and legal
problems.
By Rusty Miller
I Hf ASS0CIMED PRESS
Roger Ma;»retta Photo Provided

BREAK AWAY: Flanker Alex Demma breaks on his way to a try
against IUP.

Ruggers win three,
wait to face Marshall
and fly half Derek lines landed
two conversions and a penalty
an IUP pass to go into the end field goal in a 27-0 first half.
Wing Jerome lousl scored
zone untouched. Johnston's
three conversions helped turn tune along with solo tries by
scrum
half
a close game
S
a
m
into a rout with
Tarn at a loss.
Pietrangelo,
a 31-0 half-time
These
are
the
worst
flanker Brian
score.
The hits just losses we have ever Farrell and flv
half
Dave
kept coming in
taken in my 10
DiBenedetto.
the second half
DiBenedetto
as
Samuel, years as the coach.
also hit a pair
Johnston,
I
just
don't
know
of
converAckermann,
sion',
and
what to say."
scrum
half
Wanzer a solo
Vince Staropoli
shot in the
LARRY BOUMA. IUP COACH
and
wing
60-0 victory.
A 1 e s s i o
The
DiFranco all scored tries and
Johnston nailed four conver- Falcons split with senior men's
team Cleveland, losing the
sions.
IUP picked up a try to avert a first match 20-0 hut taking the
winning the nightcap 22-7.
shutout in BG's H4-5 victory.
"I am at a loss," said [UP Sophomore center Ian Gagnon
coach Larry liouma. "These and wing Dan Brigadoon each
are the worst losses we have scored two tries while
ever taken in my 10 years as DiBenedetto hit on one conthe coach. I just don't know version.
The Falcons will host MAC
what to say."
Picking up right where they rival Marshall at 2 p.m. on
left off, the Falcons jammed up Saturday at the College Park
the IUP offense. Centers Travis Rugby Field.
The Falcons hold a 5-1 allKudd and Anthony Wanzer,
prop Scott llolden and wing time record against the
Dave Demings all scored tries Thundering Herd.
RUGBY, FROM PAGE 7

(X ll.UMBUS, Ohio—Maurice
Clarett was charged yesterday
with King about items stolen
from him out of a car, and Ohio
State coach Jim Tressel said the
school is ready to cut ties with

the star tunning bade,
If convicted of misdemeanor
falsification, Clarett would face
up to six months in jail and a
Si.ooo fine. But city Prosecutor
Stephen Mclntosh said probation is likely the harshest sentence a judge would impose.
lussel said he does not
expect Clarett to return this
season to the defending
national champion Buckeyes.
He would recommend that
Clarett, who is suspended
indefinitely, be released from
his scholarship if the request
was made by Clarett, the coach
said.
Tressel was asked if it was
time for Clarett to move on.
"I think that he needs to
make, along with his family,
whatever decision he thinks is
best for him," Tressel said.

Alan C. Mllstein, the Clarett
family attorney, said he wasn'l
surprised by Tressel's comments or the misdemeanor
charge.
"Nothing Ohio State does
surprises me," he said. "I don't
think the family recognizes
what Ohio State's actions and
motivations are, either."
Mllstein declined to comment on whether Clarett
would consider transferring.
Asked if Clarett had played
his final game for the
Buckeyes. Milstein said, "I
think that's up to Ohio State."
If Clarett's Ohio State career
is over, his last carry would
rank among the most memorable in school history. He

Hara! Chanoan AP Plioto

AUTOGRAPH: Maurice Clarett signs an autograph lor a fan belore Ohio State's game against
Washington on Aug. 30. Clarett was formally charged with lying on a police report about items stolen
from him out of a car. Clarett is suspended for an undetermined number of games.

scored on a 5-yard run in the
second overtime to give the
Buckeyes a 31-24 victory over
Miami in the Fiesta Bowl and
their first national championship in 34 years.
NCAA spokeswoman Kay
llawes would not comment
on
Clarett's
situation.
Generally, if a suspended or
ineligible player transfers, the
new school would have to
declare him ineligible, then
seek
his
reinstatement
through (he NCAA, she said.
Should Clarett transfer to
another Division l-A school,
he would have to sit out a
transfer year in addition to
any suspension or ineligibiliiy
handed down by the NCAA.
He could transfer to a lower
division — I ■ AA, 11 or 111 — and
be available to play after fulfilling any possible penalties.
Ohio State has been working
for more than two weeks on a
response to "several pages" of
allegations sent by the NCAA
to the university. Ohio State
athletic director Andy (ieiger

said yesterday that he didn't
know when the response
would be finished, llawes said
the NCAA had not received
Ohio State's response.
Ohio State and the NCAA
have been looking into
Clarett's finances since spring.
Clarett acknowledged earlier
this summer that he filed an
exaggerated theft report after
his car was broken into in
April. The car, a 2001
Chevrolet Monte Carlo, was
borrowed from a local dealer.
Clarett slated lie had lost
more than S10.000 in items in
the theft, including S800 in
cash, S300 in clothing, hundreds of CDs and thousands of
dollars in stereo equipment.
Clarett has until Oct. 10 to
enter a plea, and he only has
to appear in court if he pleads
guilty or no contest, Mclntosh
said.
The university does not
have a set punishment for athletes charged with misdemeanors, Gciger said. The
charge will not factor into the

length of a suspension the
university will recommend to the NCAA, he
said.
Unrelated to the suspension, Clarett also is
being investigated by an
Ohio State panel looking
into allegations of academic
improprieties
involving Buckeyes athletes.
Clarett set Ohio State
freshman records last
season with 1,237 rushing yards and 18 touchdowns.
Clarett's
mother,
Michelle, and lawyer
Scott Schiff, who will
represent Clarett on the
misdemeanor, did not
return phone messages
seeking comment on the
charge.
Former NFL star tailback Jim Brown, a family
adviser, said he wasn't
aware of the charge and
declined comment on it
or Tressel's statement.

Ticket Sales Tonight!

t»

UAO Homecoming Concert
Oct. 4th

and
Nappy Roots

"Where i? he love?"

a ticket!
^

Ticket Sales:

Tickets

Sept. 10th
9pm to midnight
Anderson Arena
After Sept. 10
contact Union Info desk for tickets
(valid BGSU student I.D. required)

Floor - $20
Bleachers-$18
Non-Student - $20
Limit 6 (Bursarable)
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White may lose medals
By Stephen Wilson
IHE ASSOCIMID PRESS

Geert Vanden Wijngaert AP Photo

DISCOVERY: U.S. sprinter Kelli White celebrates after a victory in
the 100-meter sprint in on Friday. White may lose her medals from
the world championships after testing positive for a stimulant.

LONDON — Track and field's
governing body wants American
sprinter Kelli White stripped of
her two gold medals from the
World Championships. Now it's
up to U.S. ami-doping officials.
The International Association
of Athletics Federations ruled
Tuesday that White committed a
doping offense when she tested
positive for a stimulant and
should lose her worid titles lathe
100 and 200 meters.
The 1AAF rejected White's
explanation that she took the
stimulant for a sleep disorder and
sent the case to the U.S. AntiDoping Agency for a hearing and
disciplinary action.
Rich Wanninger, a spokesman
for the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency,
said his organization had not
received any information from
the IMF as ofTuesday afternoon.
Once
that
information
is
received, Wanninger said, (he
agency will begin a review
process that could last months.
The IAAF made clear it expects
U.S. authorities to remove White's
medals.

'The proper sanction under
IAAF" niles will be a public warning and disqualification from the
competition concerned," IAAF"
general secretary Istvan ("■yulai
said.
If the IAAF isn't satisfied with
the U.S. action, the international
body would take the case to the
Court of Arbitration for Sport in
I .iiis.111111'. Switzerland.
"She is disqualified only at the
end of the procedure because
further legal issues need to be
exhausted," Gyulai told The
Associated Press by phone from
IMF headquarters in Monaco.
"This can only happen after she
has been given a hearing by her
national federation."
White, the first American
woman to sweep the sprint
events at the worids, tested positive for modafinil after winning
the 100 on Aug. 24. She passed a
drug test after winning the 200
four days later.
The IMF gave White until
Tuesday to produce medical documents explaining her use of the
drug. She said her personal doctor prescribed the medication for
narcolepsy.

"The explanation has been
studied and turned down,"
Gyulai said. "Our experts have
determined the stimulant is per

formance-enhandng."
White was unavailable for
comment Tuesday She said last
week she will fight to keep her
medals.
"Whatever I have to do to keep
them, I will do that." she said.
MiHlafinil is not on the sport's
list of banned dnigs, but the IMF
saw it falls undei the category of
"related substances."
White denied taking the medication to enhance performance
and said she didn't know it contained a banned substance.
However, she did not declare
modafinil on her doping control
form as required or apply for a
medical exemption to use the
product
The IMF ruled last Wednesday
that modafinil was a minor stimulant, similar to ephedrine, and
carries a penalty of a public-warning and disqualification. Hie
decision allowed While to continue competing.
Had modafinil — sold in the
United States under the brand

name ProVigU - Ixt'n classified
88 .i Stronger stimulant, White
also would have laced a two year
ban and lieon ineligible for the
200-1 Athens Olympics.
UthoUgh White tested clean
after the 200, the IMF considers
one positive u-si enough for disqualification from the entire
championships,
IIWhite loses the medals, the
golds would go to fellow
American sprinter lorri Fdwards
in the 100 and Russia's Anaslasiya

Kapachinskaya in the 200. white
would also lose the $12OX>00 in
prize money she won at the
worlds.
Under the sport's polity ol
strict liability, athletes are considered guilty of a doping violation if
banned substances are found in
their bodies, regardless ol the circumstances
White competed at the Golden
League
meet
in
Brussels.
Belgium, last Friday and won the
100 in 10.87 seconds. She is to nin
in the (irand Prix final in Monaco
this weekend and a meet in
Moscow on Sept. 20.

Vanderbilt to cut athletic dept
By AMBER MCDOWELL
!H( »SS0CI»tE0 PRESS

NASIIVILLE,

Term.

—

Vanderbilt will eliminate its athletic department in a major
shakeup designed to curb the ills
of big-time college athletics.
Vanderbilt will continue playing intercollegiate sports, but the
reorganization
merges
the
departments that control varsity
and intramural athletics, putting
sports under the central university administration, the school said

Tuesday
"There is a wrong culture in
athletics, and I'm declaring war
on it," Vanderbilt Chancellor
Gordon Gee said at a news conference.
No NCAA sports programs or
jobs will be eliminated, but just
iibout everything else will change

at a school that has run one of the
country's cleanest programs in
the last half-century. That
includes the elimination of the
athletic director position, which
lodd Turner has held for seven
years.
Turner has been offered a job
as special assistant to the chancellor for athletic and academic
reform, a position in which he
would advance a national agenda for the reform of intercollegiate athletics."
"Let there be no misunderstanding of our intention:
vanderblh is committed to competing ,11 the highest levels in the
Southeastern Conference and
the NCM. but we intend on
competing consistent with the
values of a world-class university," Gee said

Vanderbilt's sports programs
have had mixed success in recent
years.
The football program has lost
18
straight
Southeastern
Conference games and 27 of its
last 28 SEC games. The women's
basketball team went to the
NCM regional tournament last
year and lost in the second round
while the men's basketball team
finished 11-18. The men's tennis
team was second in the nation.
Vanderbilt's move comes at a
time of much debate in college
sports about how schools run
their programs, and follows
numerous scandals across the
country.
Gee said the traditional structure for collegiate athletics was
"broken."
"At least (Vanderbilt) has a

WAIVTEl*

chance for success because it has
athletes and academics in the
same enterprise." he said.
Last season, Georgia and
Fresno State withdrew their
men's basketball teams from
postseason play because of academic
fraud,
while
St.
Fionaventure forfeited two games
when players boycotted after a
player was declared ineligible.
At Missouri, school officials
have appointed an engineering
professor to oversee a probe into
allegations a basketball player
received improper academic and
financial help. At Baylor, former
coach Dave Bliss is accused of
attempting to cover up the
finances of a slain basketball
player, Patrick Dennehy, by portraying him as a dmg dealer.
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WhBt's
Cooking?

"•

If that's a question you've asked yourself
before going to a dining center or snack
bar to eat, maybe it's time you tried the
University Dining Services Menu and
Events Line. Call to hear select menu
items, the hours of operation and to learn
what special events are coming up.

►Mir T-shirt:

fc>»«y-

meeting for
writers/reporters
Education Express, LLC

ftttentfav fill T«*cker«:
New store in town for every teachers needs I
TuesWedThurs. '0-7; Fn & Sal 10-6
Sun 12-5, closed Mon

Mark Humphrey AP Photo

CUTBACKS: Vanderbilt University athletic director Todd Turner
watches football players warm up on Saturday. The university
announced yesterday that Jones's position will be eliminated.

Wednesday @ 8 pm
203 West Hall

Menu and Events Line

H19-3SH-3H3S

1039 hWins Rd, BG
(In the Fairvlew Plaza)

Come ready to work & brainstorm ideas.

Bowling Green State University
Counseling Center

CARNATION
CAFE" BAKERY
Ask the Carnation Cafe cashier for
your card today. Then each time you
buy a cup of coffee at the Carnation
Cafe & Bakery, have your Frequent
Falcon Card stamped, after 9
purchases, you get a latte or
cappuccino absolutely free!

Freshens*^
Ask the cashier for your card today.

Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

Then each time you buy a smoothie
at the Falcon's Nest, have your
Frequent Falcon Card stamped,
after 9 purchases, you get a regular

BUILDING POSITIVE IMAGES THROUGH SELF-ACCEPTANCE AT IGSU

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

size smoothie absolutely free!

^^

Ask the Falcon's Nest cashier for your

stamped, after 9 purchases, you get a
6 inch sub absolutely free!
BG
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STUDENT'UNION

cash

' checks

1 Large, 1 Item

card today. Then each time you buy a
sandwich from Sara Lee Sandwich
Shoppe have your Frequent Falcon Card

Saturday, Sept. 13, 2003
9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
For further information or to register,
please call 372-2081

( P a p a )

I lift 8S£ HS
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+UMGB

"All Day, Everyday"
UaijitS! Mon: 11am-1:30am

Sfc

FREE
BGSU Counseling Center
Division erf Student Affairs
520 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg.

*7**
Mo coupon
^necessary^

No Limit -

"4

litiii I

to women students,
faculty, staff, and

community members

Supported hv fundtns from thi Sexual rUaauh MM Domeatk Violence Pragma*,
dm> Department: n Health, Bureau ol Health Promotion and Ri*k RrJuuion,
and Medical College
olOtiio AHH Tt^r.tm
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CAR BOMB WOUNDS SEVERAL
ANKARA, T\irkey (AP) — A car bomb exploded
TUesday outside an office used by U.S soldiers in
northern Iraq, private CNN-Turk television reported.
Several people were wounded, but it was unclear if
Americans were among them.

WORLD

101-year-old Nazi filmmaker dead
By Tony Czuczka
THE ASSOCIUHO PRESS

BERLIN — Leni Riefenslahl,
the legendary filmmaker reviled
and revered for movies she made
about Adolf Hitler and his Third
Reich, died Tuesday — one of the
last confidantes of the Nazi dictator. She was 101.
Riefenslahl died Monday night
at her home in the Bavarian lakeside village where she had lived
for 20 years, the kind of idyllic setting ihat reflected the wellgroomed aesthetic of her films
and art. No cause of death was
announced.
She made four films for I litler.
the best known of which were
"Triumph of the Will," her masterwork recording the Nazi's 1934
rally at Nuremberg, and
"Olympia," a meditation on muscle and movement at the 1936
Berlin Olympic games.
Both films accented her
artistry, but more troubling to her
critics, presented the Nazis to the
world as peaceful and tolerant.
Her portrayal of Olympic sports
was sensual and stunning; her
depiction of the Nuremberg rally
shows Hitler in godlike poses and
apple-cheeked children handing
him flowers.
German Culture Minister
Christina Weiss said Riefenstahl's
life tragically demonstrated the
inseparable link between an and
politics. "Her career shows that...
art is never unpolitical, and that
form and content cannot be separated from one another," Weiss
said.
Born Helene Bertha Amalie
Riefenstahl on Aug. 22, 1902, the

daughter of a heating firm owner
started out as a creative dancer. A
knee injury made her shift to
movies, where she featured in
daredevil silent roles set in the
Alps.
In 1932 she starred in the selfdirected "The Blue Light." which
celebrated Germany's Alpine
mystique — and reputedly
enthralled Hitler.
That same year, Riefenstahl,
then 30, heard Hitler speak at a
rally and wrote to him offering
her talents. In her memoirs, she
rapturously described her first
impression of him.
"It seemed as if the earth's surface were spreading out in front
of me, like a hemisphere that suddenly splits apart in the middle,
spewing out an enormous jet of
water, so powerful that it touched
the sky and shook the earth," she
said. "I felt quite paralyzed."
Many suspected Riefenstahl of
being Hitler's lover, which she
denied.
After the war, Riefenslahl spent
three years under Allied arrest.
Though war tribunals ultimately
cleared her of wrongdoing and
she could point out that she
never joined the Nazi party, the
suspicion of being a Nazi collaborator stuck
As late as 2002, Riefenstahl was
investigated for Holocaust denial
after she said she did not know
that Gypsies taken from concentration camps to be used as extras
in one of her wartime films later
died in the camps. Audiorities
eventually dropped the case.
Riefenslahl herself seemed
ambiguous about how close she

was to the Nazi center of power.
She said she knew nothing of
Hitler's "final solution" to exterminate the lews and learned
about concentration camps only
after the war. But she also said she
confronted the Fuehrer about
anti-Semitism.
Speaking to The Associated
Press just before her 100th birthday on Aug. 22,2002, Riefenstahl
dramatically said she has "apologized for ever being bom" but
that she should not be criticized
for her masterful films.
"I don't know what I should
apologize for," she said. "1 cannot
apologize, for example, for having
made the film "Triumph of the
Will" — it won the top prize. All
my films won prizes."
Riefenstahl said she was always
guided by the search for beauty
— whether it was the hypnotic
images thousands of goose-stepping soldiers in Nuremberg or in
her critically acclaimed photographs of the Nuba people.
"Through my optimism, I naturally prefer and capture the
beauty in life," she said.
An acclaimed pioneer of film
and photographic techniques,
Riefenstahl's career was a quest
for adventure. Even as she turned
100 last year, she was strapping
on scuba gear to photograph
sharks.
Boycotted for years after the
war, Riefenstahl made a comeback of sorts in the 1960s when
she lived with and photographed
the Nuba in Sudan. She next
turned to underwater photography, learning to dive at age 72.
Around this time she met Horst

ASSOCIATED PRESS

RIEFENSTAHL SHAKING HANDS WITH HITLER: Leni Riefenstahl is shown shaking hands with
Adolf Hilter in this undated photo. Man at left is unidentified. Fiefenstahl, whose depiction of Hitlers
Nuremburg rally, Triumph of the Will, has died. She died September 8, 2003, at a 101 years of age.
Kettner, a fellow photographer
half her age who became her livein assistant and companion.
Whenever she exhibited at
German galleries, controversy
erupted because of her past.
Despite — or perhaps because of
— her notorious image,
Riefenstahl enjoyed a certain pop
star status outside of Germany.

She photographed Rolling
Stones' Mick lagger and his thenwife, Bianca, in the 1970s. Clips
from "Olympia" appear in music
videos. Leni Riefenstahl computer screen savers can be found on
the Internet.
Riefenstahl complained about
injuries from accidents over the
years, including a helicopter

crash in Sudan in 2000 that left
her in constant pain.
She reportedly had cancer
surgery last year.
"I want to fall asleep, feel well,
and then everything ends.-.
Goodbye," the native Berlinerimagined her death in a magazine Interview last year. "That
must be very beautiful.''
•"

Afghanistan prepares for another offensive
By NoorKahn
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

QALAT,
Afghanistan
—
I lundreds of Afghan government
troops prepared Sunday for a
new offensive against Taliban
guerrillas in the south and east,
including along the border with
Pakistan.
The planned offensive came
amid a visit by U.S. Defense

Secretary Donald II. Rumsfeld,
who told a joint news conference
in Kabul with President Hamid
Karzai that the infiltration of terrorists into Afghanistan "is something that requires continuing
attention."
"It's happening all across the
globe. It proves the point that the
global war on terror is not a problem in one country or for one

country," Rumsfeld said.
A spate of attacks on Afghan
police positions along the border
and inland and heavy fighting in
the past two weeks in a remote
mountainous region of southern
7iibul province have raised fresh
doubts about the precarious grip
Karzai has over parts of the country.
Karzai, who took power after

U.S.-led forces ousted the hardline Taliban regime in late 2001,
has postponed for two months
the process of approving a new
constitution, his spokesman said
Sunday.
The president insisted, however, that historic elections — the
first in Afghanistan in decades —
will take place as planned in lune
2004.

The delay in holding a council
meeting of 500 delegates to form
the
constitution
followed
demands from the commission
in charge that it needs more time
to get input from ordinary
Afghans.
There have been public quarrels between conservative elements, including within Karzai's
government, who want the con-

stitution to enshrine IslamicSharia law, and secularists who
want it to embrace liberal tradi- ■
tions.
U.S. military spokesman Col.
Rodney Davis said that morethan 100 Taliban guerrillas have_
been killed in the fighting since"
Aug. 30 — centered on the Dai.
Chupan district of southern.
Zabul province.

OPEN HOUSE/RECRUITMENT
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419-354-4280
Mondays
•$1.00 Miller High Life Bottles

Tuesdays
•$1.00 Well Drinks

Come check out the
IFC fraternities to learn about
Greek Life at BGSU. Come out
to enjoy free food and
have some fun.

18 & 0VER
WH||_E R0QM

Wednesdays
•$2.50 Martinis
•$2.00 34 oz. Draft Refills - 6 flavors
with
GREAT LIVE MUSIC FROM
EXPIATE

Thursdays
•$1.50 Captain & Cokes
•$2.50 Jager Bombs

Recruitment Dates:
September 8th, 9th & 10th
6 pm - 9 pm

Fridays & Saturdays
•Half-Priced Appetizers til 8
•$2.50 Vodka Red Bulls
with
JEREMY CULPEPPER LIVE
every other Saturday

Sundays
•$2.00 34 oz. Draft Refills - 6 flavors

Fraternity Houses are located
on Wooster Street near Rodgers
in Fraternity Row and also in
Conklin East and West

Happy Hours EVERYDAY 5-9pm
$1.50 Domestic Bottles $1.25 16oz Drafts

Ziggy's Covered Deck is Available
for Party Bookings...NO CHARGE!
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DAYTON MAN ASKS FOR EXECUTION
Dayton, Ohio -- A man pleaded guilty Tuesday to beating and stabbing three people to death during a twoday span.
Darrell Ferguson, 25, has said he wants to be
executed for the slayings. Ferguson is accused in the
Dec. 26,2001, death of a 61 -year-old man, and the
next day, a 68 and 69-year-old husband and wife.

NATION

Americans still
fearful of attacks
By Frank Davies
KNIGHT BIDDER NEWSPAPERS

WASHINGTON _ Two years
after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks,
most Americans feel no safer
from terrorist threats despite the
war on terrorism, efforts at
homeland security and the invasion of Iraq, according to a survey
released Tuesday.
In a poll conducted last week.
28 percent said they felt less safe
than they did two years ago, 48
percent said they were neither
safer nor less safe and 24 percent
said they felt more safe.
In addition, a trend-line question asked repeatedly over the
two years since the attacks shows
a steady level of concern about
more terrorist attacks at between
70 percent and 80 percent. Last
week's poll showed that 73 percent were concerned about the
possibility of additional attacks
on the United States.
The poll of 1,217 people was
conducted
by
Knowledge
Networks for the Program on
International Policy Attitudes at
the University of Maryland. It has
a margin of error of 3 to 4 percentage points
A majority of those surveyed

also think the Bush administration is overemphasizing military
and unilateral actions in the war
on terrorism and should put
more emphasis on diplomatic
and economic methods and seek
more help from the United
Nations and allies.
And 64 percent said the U.S.
military presence in the Middle
East increased rather than
decreased the likelihood of terrorist attacks against the United
States. Also, 58 percent agree with
the statement that "the United
States is playing the role of world
policeman in the Middle luist
more than it should be."
A similar poll by ABC News,
also released this week, found
that 48 percent said the Iraq war
increased the risk of terrorist
attacks, while 40 percent said it
reduced the risk. In April, during
the war, almost 60 percent
thought the war had reduced the
threat of terrorism.
While the University of
Maryland survey reveals criticism
of some Bush administration
policies, it also shows a fairly
steady level of support for the
president.
Only 26 percent said they were

Homeless man allowed to
run for city council
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

less likely to vote for Bush in 2004
because of his handling of the
war on terrorism, while 41 percent said they were more likely
and 31 said his war policies had
no effect on how they would vote.
"We're still seeing a rallyround-the-president
effect,
inside the context of terrorism,"
said Steve Kull, the director of the
program. "After all, we are at
war."
"At the same time, the public
seems ready to prod the administration to pursue some different
approaches," he added. There's
a feeling that we're overexposed
in the Middle East, that we're a
target. That doesn't mean pull
out completely, but find a way to
lower the US. profile."
Bush administration officials
have argued that the Iraq war
would help transform the Middle
East and reduce the threat of
global terrorism.
"We are fighting that enemy in
Iraq and Afghanistan today, so
tiiat we do not meet him again on
our own streets, in our own
cities," Bush said in his speech to
the nation Sunday.
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PAINESVIUJ:, Ohio (AP) — A
homeless man deserves a place
on the Nov. 4 ballol as a (lily
Council candidate, the I akc
County elections board ruled
Tuesday, rejecting a challenge by
an opponent who argued the
man did not meet residency
requirements.
The board, split evenly
between
Democrats
and
Republicans, voted 4-0 to place
the name of Michael Padula, 30, a
self-employed carpenter living in
a van, on the Nov. 4 nonpartisan
ballol in this northeast ()hio community.
He will face eight-year incumbent Councilman William
llorvath, who had challenged
Padula's eligibility. The city charter requires a ward council member to have lived in the ward for
one year.
The board agreed that Padula

had established residency in die
council ward by living in a garage
for 18 months, ending in July.
Now he lives out of a 1985
Chevrolet van that he parks at a
city recreation center during the
day and near his old garage quarters at night
llorvath said he accepted the
board's decision and would not
appeal it.
Padula, who plans to campaign
door-lo-door. said being homeless gives him a unique perspective.
"It's a serious situation. Now it's
warm bull went through a winter
(earlier in the year) that I hope no
one else goes through," Padula
said alter the l>oard ruling.
Padula said he earned $2,500
last year, when a slow economy
cut into his home-remodeling
business.
He said he occasionally gets
meals and the use of a shower
from people. I le said he does not

go to shelters.
Padula said he is serious about
seeking election to the sevenmember council. The part-time
job pays $6,000 a year.
"This isn't a stunt or trying to
make die city of Painesville look
bad." he said. "It's more or less I
was moved by some things that
happened through city council
and Mr. Horvath."
Padula. a former factory worker, said he became civic-minded
when two teenagers were injured
In a park after their bike ran into a
pothole. Complaints got no
action but a petition with 300 signatures led to repairs.
The city of Painesville, which
has about 17,400 residents, is
about 30 miles northeast of
Cleveland. Project Hope for the
Homeless in nearby Painesville
Township runs Lake County's
only homeless shelter and gets
about 15 people nightly during its
seven-month operating season.

Unhappy at Home?
We can Help!
•
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Free BGSU Shuttle
Free Ethernet
FreeW/D
Private Bedrooms

Grinders, the best invention
ftinee the -wheel.
Anything else is
half-baked!
DON'T FORGET
WE DELIVER

| otter only gooO w.toupon- Dine-in Only
I rtol good w/ any other o"ws

523 E. Wooster St.

Have Fun

FREE'
6 inch Combo
with the
purchase of a
6 inch combo

•

e X p . 10/8/03'

419-353-7770

• Be Happy you got the best value
• Be Proud of where you live!
• Enjoy the benefits of luxury
living!

5 Catering Dine in Carryout Delivery Party Trays

] Be Healthy
Do yoG like Vanilla? >1« iptipt <>»» j*
Do you like Pepst-VamMo-and Vanilla Pudding? T„ X»»?
DoyOO
rop musician vmOCT.fUl
Van.. .7^,1
Do you trke
like early 90'o
9Q'B rap
1.1.. . .J.....

""* *"

m PeOSi

• 24 Hour Fitness Center
Basketball & Sand
Volleyball Courts
Pool & Hot Tub
Free Tanning Dome

,

Vanilla and

Love Where You Live
• Rent as low as $299
• New Apartments
• All the comforts of home
and much more!

DINING SERVICES

'** VANI***'

September 10th - 24th 2003

*

STERLING UNIVERSITY

Buy a Pepsi Vanilla or Diet Pepsi Vanilla at
participating dining centers and get entered to
win a chance to take the pudding plunge to win
one of four XBoxes, or one of eight other prizes.

AA

419-353-5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
www.storiinghouslng.com

' Sea po«ed official rules lor the ... er. posted official rules But the rules are all fine print, and almost no one reads the fine print
In fact I'm pretty supersize you're reading this much. If you don't hau| anything better to do might I suggest going out there and
buying a refreshing Pepsi Vanilla, so that you can be entered to wn. I thought so. San Dimas High School Football feules'

■n Ml IIIHI Imrni r'MlifS

£J An SUH® Community, SUH® Is a trademark of SUH

&a@raEa8BMSEHHKC

ssrwa iSruiattam
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The Daily Crossword Fix

ecreational Snort
www.bgsu.edu/

3 7 2.27

cszaEgaa

INTRAMURALS
Men's, Women's a CoH.ec Ultimate Frlsber
entries due Sept. 10

Ft twell Center Hours
Fall 2003

Vertical Reality Whitewater
tm

*SL5K25r* Upper
fteftta.
& Lower Gauley
diver
S«pt 27-Sept. II

Tuesday Thursday:
I l:00am-5:00pm

Men's Flag
Football entries due
Sept. 17

Cost:

Call 2-8691 for info

$145 (members);
$160 (non-members)

Personal Traaneng,
Fknau Testtng

HdeMverMg to 130 I
PFH, due by 3pm. H
sending v'
due by

Call
2-2790
lor more

Cost:
$35 (members);
$40 Inon members)

Application
and takehome test
due by
Monday, Sept.
11. Mandatory
clinics on Sept 23, 24
and IS.

WALL
G BE ■'■'■ B5LB55P
CaK 2-2790 for more
information

Kyokushm Karate
SRC Dance Room

September 8-OetemtMr 3
Sundayv Mondays and
Wednesdays
7:00-8:00pm: Befinner
1:00-9:00pm. Interimdote

D

*■*__

*.'

Cost;
Members S40
r*$S
IMC
20 per clati

Cai 2-2711 or email
choretp yahoo.com for Info
SjpiuplnOij^jrjJalr^fljM
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A. 1/4
B. 1/2

C. 1/3
D.2/3

■

ACROSS
l
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
29
31
34
35
36
37
40
41
42

The olher white meat
Baby powder
Thanks, in Quebec
Panache
Pastoral narrative
Geometry calculations
Dimensions
Blissful cloud
Disciplined training
Radiates certainty
Embodies
Garnet's color
Engine part
Mournful utterance
Shade provider
Flip a lid oft
Stain on Santa's coat
Blackthorn
Projects charisma
Tough journey
Contends
Top

43
44
45
46
47
48
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Landscaping shrub
Places
Except
Cruet contents
Troy. NY school
Elicits bravos
Haughty
Ages and ages and ages
My golly!
"JFK" director
Rip apart
La Scala highlight
Greek poet
Iowa State city
Put up resistance

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Like dunce caps
Filch
Overturns
Threatened layer
Avignon's river
Vague recipe
measure
Countertenor
Zip along
Poet Teasdale
Abound (with)
my lips!
Folklore monster
Homeless child

56 6/6/44
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$5.00 Minimum
len Weekdays 4P.M.

See our coupon menu

352.5166

the telephone directory or
k about our SPECIALS!

IS

Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

Movie Extras/ Models needed
No exp. required.
Earn up to S500-1000/ day.
1-888-820-0167 ext. U112.

Full size mattress set.
Brand new. S200.
419-392-7465

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALLSEPT 17

372-6977

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S S CO-REC FLAG
FOOTBALL-SEPT 16

The B(i Newi will ml knwinil)
accept adVcrtiicnicnu lhal dtKriminate.
or encourage diwrimirnllon against no)
IndiMttual or group on the hauls ol race,
■ex. cokM creed, religion, iialional origin, sexual orientation disabilil). ttatus
;IS.I vctenui.oroii ihe basisol an) oihi-r
Icc4ll> prMecied statin

Basic WICCA class.
Starts Ocl 4.
www.geocities.conVspottedrednead.

The be s.-»> tesenes the right to
dteliae.discontinue w revise an) adver.
Ii^cment such .1- Ihmc found la be
uct'jmuioiN. lacking in Factual basis",
misleading at raise in nature. All advertisements .11.' SUDJeCl to ,-.
:i
jpproi.il

Need a fresh start reguardless of
credit status9 Consolidate your
debts Call Credit Union One
toll free 866-475-8024

INTRAMURAL OFFICALS NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL. COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE HOME
TEST AND APPLICATION BY
SEPT 22. FORMS AVAILABLE
FROM 130 PFH OR CHECK WEB
SITE MANDATORY CLINICS ON
SEPT 23. 24. AND 25.

Desk clerk needed Sat. & Thursday
4 pm to midnight. Additional shifts
possible Please stop by the Buckeye Inn & Studios. 1740 E. Wooster
to apply 352-1520.

Easy walk from Campus
Work
pt/time or lull time around your
college & personal schedule. Work a
min of 15 hrs./wk. Many college
students work here. Standard pay is
S6.00/hr. These are unskilled |Obs
involving assembling & packaging of
small parts. Apply in person b/w the
hrs. of 9am-5pm (M-F| at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC., 428 Clough SI BG.OH, only 2
blocks from campus near Kinko's &
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.

It you are Irom the Toledo or surrounding areas & want to make
CASH, call (3131 585-2484 or
email prophecz@aol.com

Personals
Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Wanted

Klotz Floral & Garden Center 906
Napoleon Rd. 419-353-8381. Garden Center sales position. Exp a
must. Morning or afternoon. Flexible
hrs. Ask for Gene. Come in for app.

Lawncate Workers Needed
Roommate needed immed. male or
female, nice 1/2 of house located in
quiet neighborhood in BG. Close to
downtown, call 419-494-9612.
Roommates needed!!
S300 mo plus split utilities.
Call Kim at 373-6044
Sublease's needed immed. 2 Ig.
bdrm house. Pets allowed. 222
S College, 1st. Iloor. 419-494-3793.

JOHN NEWLOVK REAL ESTATE. INC.
319 E. Wooater Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
MENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewIoverealestate.com

\)
1

Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541

EFFICIENCIES
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms
Furnished
and
Unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available

1
d

0

Cavalier male 40 seeks female compassionship. 2andy@toast.net. 419335-6665 419-335-3555 Surprise

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW!

1
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a

What the Hlllel? Hillel mlo mealing
Wed. Sepl 10 al 1 pm in Olscamp
lobDy Come meet some Jews and
have a great time!

There are 2 dogs or catsj
for every American child.i

'

V

For Sale

Pregnant Know all the lacts.
Confidential, free testing & support.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

c
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Help Wanted
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Help Wanted

GUITAR S BASS LESSONS
in your home, beginner to advanced
SIC 1/2 hr. 419-354-3297
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Personals

Services Offered

Classified Ads

H
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39
44
45
46
47
48

Campus Events

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S. WOMEN'S S CO-REC
ULTIMATE FRISBEE- SEPT 10

II

H

I ■'

Cozumel cash
Hodgepodge
Heckle
Patella's place
Destroyer, slangily
Tijuana ta-ta
Swann or Redgrave
Stall sign
Drive crazy
Goofed up
Restraining influence
Math subj
Archipelago member
Mall units
Very angry
Crack filler
Accustom
Spiral pin
Sherman or panzer
Tiny specks
Expressions of delight
Fill with high spirits
English aristocrats
Written reminders
Hissy fit
Synagogue
Early-stage seed

PISHN€LLO'S
■<e/3)spj!M.i-o«ra

Travel

J /

■■

163

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
36
38

rRAIGHT YEARS

Spring Break 2004 w/ STS, America's 01 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.stslravel.com

B
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Approximately 40,000 parking
tickets are given out each year on
campus. Of these, how many are
overtime parking tickets?

*M&

'

1

Sign up at me Student
Rec Center

FITWELL

Flag Football
Officials
Needed.

I

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

Monday Wednesday:
I X-4pm

Women's * Co-Rcc Rag
Football
entries due
Sept. 16

PES?**

brought to you by

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

FROM ONLY
$465!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
fUSITItOUftl
ir'-mntinj
2
| GYPSY LANE
1 HonvitDopoi

N

t

FREE HEAT

■ SQUARE

APARTMENTS

gns Available
Part-time/ Full-time
start at $8,507 Hr!"
Work outdoors without a boss
standing over you!!!
If you have class in the evening at
least two days a week and are tree
those days, we need you!!!
Call NEAL at 419-874-5004 for more
info and set up an interview!!!!!
TruGreen ChemLawn
HOTEL NIGHT AUDITOR
Now hiring for a full-time or part-time
Night Auditor/ Guest Service Agent
from 11 p.m.-7 a.m. at the Days Inn
Bowling Green. Will tram the proven
night owl. Apply at 1550 E. Wooster
SI Bowling Green. OH or lax
resume to (419) 354-8030.

Sales Clerk
Needed to assist mgmt. in the
operations of adult retail outlet S lingerie boutique. Must be 18 or older.
All shifts full & part-time. Call (419)
288-2131 b/t 10-5pm only for info.

TIRED OF MINIMUM WAGE???
• Make your own schedule.
5-40 hours per week
• JHOiBase-appt
• Cusl. Service/Sales
• Great for All Students 8i Others
• All ages 18*. Cond Apply
• Scholarships/Internships avail.
• Call Now! 419-861-6133
workforstudenls.com np

For Rent
"• Rooms for rent $210/mo. & 1
bdrm. apts S450/mo Both include all
utilities & are 2 blocks from campus.
Call 419-353-0325, 9am-9pm.

Wachovia Securities
Now Hiring
Part-time StockBroker's Assistant
Applicant should be interested in a
career in the financial industry.
Good opportunity to experience how
a successful linancial advisory firm
is run & experience in what it takes
to become successful in financial
advisory industry
Skills needed: Good communication
skills, self-motivated, time management.
Duties include Marketing, contacting clients & prospects via telephone
& mail Ideal tor freshmen & sophmores (looking (or 1 -2 yrs. relationship)
Hours: Afternoons/evenings
(15-20 hrs/wk.l Wages: flexible
Phone:419-861-9838

Waitstalf, host/hostess, cooks,
kitchen help. & bus persons. Flex.
hrs. excell pay. Apply in person.
Yoko Japanese Restaurant.
465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee.

1 brdm apartment
Free heat, water & sewer.
Call 354-9740

2 bdrm.. 1 bath, util. w/d. 1st floor
duplex, garage avail. 8th St.
S575/mo. Call 352-8872.

2 or 3 bdrm. apt. 1 block Irom
campus 419-352-5239.

234 S. College *UP: 1 bdrm. unfurn. upper apt. S425 mo. . utll.
1*1/2 blocks Irom Campus.
222 S. College «HO: 2 bdrm. unlurn. apt. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. $745.'mo ♦ elec.
1 & 1/2 blocks from Campus.
234 1(2 S. College *DN: 2 bdrm.
unturn. lower apt. Newly remodeled. Oil st. parking. $450/mo. ♦
util. 1 & 1/2 blocks from Campus.
NEWLOVE REALTY RENTALS
419-352-5620

3rd. SI. 2 bdrm tree heal & water
assigned parking, A/C, laundry,
balcony Start Jan. '04. $500

For Sale

Call 373-9820.

$500! Cars/trucks Irom $500 Police
impounds Hondas, Chevys etc. For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558

1995 Ford Aspire. 87.000 miles.
Automatic. 4 door. Good condition
51800 call 419-340-4984
4 bedrooms, 2 baths
Fore closure only. $3000. For listings call 800-719-3001 ext H 584.

99 Volkswagon Jetta Wolfsburg
Edition. 5-speed, Power everything,
AC, 6 CD changer, sunroof.
95.000 miles Hunter Green.
Asking $7,000.
Call Kris ® 419-378-2003

New bedroom set Still boxed
Only $575. Delivery available.
419-509-8342

Professor will share furn. house
w/other professor or grad. student 5
bdrm.. 2 wb fireplaces, wooded lot,
faces golf course. S255/mo. which
incl. util. Avail. Ocl. 1. Call 352-5523

Subleaser(s) wanted now to May 19,
2004: Cambridge Commons, 724
S. College at Napoleon. 1 st. Iloor,
2BR, 1 1/2 Bath; $470/mo.
Contact Thorn at. rainethOtkabudd.thyssenkrupp.com
419-257-2231 ext. 274.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric.
Starting at S390.00 per month.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE,
INC., RENTAL OFFICE

(419)354-2260

NEW PALM ZIRE $80
NEW IN BOX, BLUE, $20 OFF
RETAIL. FOR INFO EMAIL
KEN@MEANCODE.COM

Located at 319 E. Wooster St.
across from Taco Bell.

n-KPICK YOUR OWN

r>V
"**-

Ti*MAT*ES
19< per Pound. Minimum 50 lbs.
Bring your own Container.
Mondoy-Friday 8:00-4:00

419-353-7715 tJ=J

jfl

Brinlcman's Form Market on Route 68
Just Norm of Arlington 419-365-5127

I
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Harris for
NeismanP
Senior
picks up
right wher
he left o
WEDNESDAY
September 10,
2003
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GOOD LUCK FALCONS !
GET ALL YOUR GAME GEAR AT THE

BEE GEE BOOK STORE
LIBERTY FLAMES

VS.
YOUR

BG FALCONS
SEPTEMBER

13, 2003

REGULAR HOURS
Monday-Friday 9:00a.m. - 5:30p.m.
Saturday
9:00a.m. - 5:30p.m.

THE BEE GEE BOOK STORE
• BGSU JACKETS & CAPS
• STADIUM CUSHIONS
• STADIUM BLANKETS
• PARENTS SPORTSWEAR
• SWEATSHIRTS
• T-SHIRTS
• GLASSWARE
•MUGS
• AND MORE BGSU MERCHANDISE

(419) 353-2252
NEXT TO BEST WESTERN

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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TABLE OF
CONTENTS
Remaining non-conference
Page 5
A closer look at Liberty and Ohio State, the
Falcons' remaining non-conference
opponents.
Oh, the possibilities
Page 6
2001 and 2002 were banner years for the
Falcons under Urban Meyer. But the team
came away empty-handed. Will 2003 be
different?
Harris for Heisman?
Page 7
Josh Harris. It's been said by people who he
has beaten that he is a legitimate Heisman
candidate. After Saturday, Dan Gedney says
they are right.
Who's hot, who's not?
Pages 8-9
Miami, Northern Illinois tabbed to meet in
MAC Championship game. Our staff members give their picks for the 2003 MidAmerican Conference season.
Seniors some of the best in history?
Page 10
Harris. Hewitt. Malone. Morton. Others.
Could this senior class be the best in BG
history?
Back the MAC!
Page 11
Dan Gedney says the MAC deserves the
respect that it's not getting.
Opening wins in pictures
Page 15
A photogenic look at the Falcons' 63-13 win
over Eastern Kentucky and 27-26 win over
No. 16 Purdue.

ELUSION: BG tailback PJ. Pope rushes against a Purdue defender in Saturday's win

About this BG News special section: The 2003 Football preview was a production of loel Hammond, design editor. Zach Baker, sports editor, and Dan
Gedney, assistant sports editor. The cover photo was taken by Turn Strattman
of The Associated Press. Hammond designed the cover.
Ben Swanger put in hours of work taking photos, and his hard work is greatly appreciated.
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Falcon FANatic Store
Powered by

& iDookstorei
UNIVERSITY 1

L« mm* 4>fe 1 « ^w JL mm* mmmm. 1

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu

Visit the Falcon FANatic Store at Doyt Perry
Stadium "under the tent" in the endzone

BGSU Falcons vs. Liberty
September 13* 6 p.m. Kickoff
BGSU Spirit Items: Adidas Sideline Apparel, Champion
football t-shirts and much more
Champion 2003
Football Schedule T-Shirt
\ -**?^i
Adult Sizes S-M-L-XL $1 8.99
XXL- $20.99
Youth Sizes S-M-L-XL
$16.99
(while supplies last)

*8»

GOOD LUCK COACH BRANDON & TEA/A!
CO FALCONS!
Receive 10% off any BGSU clothing or
aift item at the University Bookstore with
aame ticket stub on the day of the aame
and next day
All purchases at the University Bookstore support University programs. BIG Charge, MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, Cash or Check accepted.

Serving the Bowling Green Community for over TO years
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BG faces Liberty, Ohio State to finish
non-MAC schedule
By Zach Baker

Howard, who had 113 tackles, also
returns.

SPORTS (0II0R

After Salurday's win. Gregg
Brandon was asked about what
impact the win over Purdue would
have on the team's Mid-American
Conference schedule. Brandon said
the win could help the team's
momentum for the conference
schedule, which begins in three
weeks.
Of course, the Falcons still have
two more non-conference games
remaining, one at home against
Liberty, and another the following
week against defending national
champion Ohio State.
1 lere is a look at the Falcons' two
remaining non-conference games.

Liberty
Head Coach: Ken Karcher,4th season

2002 record: 2-9
2002 record against the MidAmerican Conference: 0-2
Players to watch: RB Dre Barnes,
DE Aaron DcBerry, LB Kendrick
Howard
Plays BG: Sept. 13 at Doyt Perry
Stadium
Outlook: Liberty was destroyed by
jToledo Sept. 6, and will be heading
into its second consecutive MAC
game on Saturday. The team has several veterans returning from last season, including running back Dre
Barnes, who set a school record with
1,304 yards last season.
The Flames will also have a veteran
presence on defense, as defensive
tackle Aaron DeBerry, who was
named a Big South First team AllConference
player.
Kendrick

Ohio State
Head Coach: lim Tressel, third season
2002 Record: 14-0 INational
Championsl
2002 record against the MidAmerican Conference: 1 -0151 -17 win
over Kent State]
Players to watch: SS Will Allen, CB,
FL Chris Gamble, TB Maurice Hall,
QB Craig Krenzel
Plays BG: Sept. 20 at Ohio State
Outlook: Ohio State won its fourth
national championship last season,
and this year are ranked third nation ally going into Salurday's game
against North Carolina State.
Despite the dispute which has likely left the Buckeyes without running
back Maurice Clarert for the season,
Ohio State possesses a roster which
can rival any in the country talentwise.
Craig Krenzel is back to lead the
Buckeye offense, and his poise has
created problems for most defenses.
Despite the loss of Clarert, the team
still has a solid running game led by
Maurice Hall, who rushed for 370
yards as a backup last season.
OSU's defense should also be a factor this season, as the Buckeyes will
be relying on senior Will Allen in the
secondary, getting his first chance to
start after getting 32 tackles last season.
The Buckeyes are 2-0, but looked
vulnerable against unranked San
Diego in last week's game, struggling
to pull out a 16-13 victory.

Bowling Green Music and Sound Ltd.
4

Guitars • Amps • Drums
Sound & Lighting
Instruments & Accessories
Rentals & Sales
— Service & Lessons

132 E Wooslef Si
Bowlinq Green. OH 43402

%

>

,

^

0SU 2003 SCHEDULE
WASHINGTON
SAN DIEGO ST.
N.C. STATE
BOWLING GREEN
NORTHWESTERN
@ Wisconsin
IOWA
@ Indiana
@ Penn State
MICHIGAN STATE
PURDUE
@ Michigan

W. 28-9
W,16-13

LIBERTY 2003 SCHEDULE
@ James Madison W, 28-9
©Toledo
L.49-3
@ Bowling Green
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN
Y0UNGST0WN STATE
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE
@ Gardner Webb
@ East Tennessee State
@ Christian Southern
NORFOLK STATE
COASTAL CAROLINA
H0FSTRA

Mark Hall APPholo

SMILE...
Someone is
!
watching you...

TOUCHDOWN: Ohio State's Will Allen returns an interception 100 yards for
a touchdown against San Diego State Saturday. The Buckeyes have had a
rocky start to 2003, dominating Washington but struggling with the Aztecs.
BG will travel to the Horseshoe on Sept. 20.

Pc^ccl you* Technique!

DIXIE DRIVING RANGE
19033 North Dixie Hwy., 2 mi. N. of BG • 419-353-1420
♦ Chipping & Putting Greens - Sand Trap
♦ Open 7 Days, 8 a.m. - Dark
♦ Club Repair & Fitting ♦ Group & Playing Lessons

2003 FOOTBALL PREVIEW
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What season holds remains to be seen
ZACH
BAKER
Sports Editor
Ifyou (bought last season was
good, you may be in for a nice
surprise.
This year could be even beUer.
If Saturday's big win over Purdue
didn't convince you, perhaps the
upcoming weeks will do It
There may be some concern with
how BG will handle defending
national champion Ohio State, but
consider this:
Saturday's win over Purdue

showed that BG can compete with
the Big Ten. Purdue hud a solid
defense coming in, andlosh Harris
exploited them for 357 yards passing. Both Cole Magner and lames
Hawkins had over 100 yards receiving each, and BG gained 117 yards
on the ground.
These are all good statistics, but
BG has done something else.
They have gotten national attention.
By defeating Purdue, they moved
up lo 35th nationally, and knocked
the Boilermakers out of the top 25.
Still, Gregg Brandon has said (hat
the goal of the team is to win the
MAC.

liven if BG pulls off another upset
and shocks Ohio State in
Columbus, the Falcons know that
they need to win the West.
After this Saturday's home game
against Liberty and the next week's
matchup against the Buckeyes, (he
real season begins.
That's when BG begins its MAC
schedule at home against Central
Michigan, the first of eight games
against conference rivals.
Among those games are home
games against Northern Illinois and
Toledo, the only two MAC teams to
defeat BG last season.
Keep in mind that Bowling Green
has not dropped a home game

since the 2001 season, and BG will
be out for revenge against the
Rockets and Huskies.
Another big game will be on Nov.
4, when the Falcons travel to Oxford
to face the Redhawks and Heisman
hopeful Ben Roethlisberger. Miami
has been picked by many to lead
(he MAC East, and the game, carried by ESPN 2, will be an opportunity for both teams lo show a
national audience what they are
capable of.
The game will also be a showcase
for Harris, who Brandon has said
deserves consideration for the
Heisman as well.
Another road game that Falcon

fans should circle on their calender
is Oct. 11 in Kalamazoo Mich when
BG plays Western Michigan. Last
season, BG played i(s mos( dramaiic game of (he season against the
Broncos, winning 48-45 in overtime.
The Broncos played a number of
close games last season and are
looking to improve on last seasons
3-5 conference mark.
With a number of big games on
this season's schedule, as well as an
offense that should be just as explosive as last season, BG could be
having another big year.

!». Score

BIG

with

Get up to $23,000" in
College Education Assistance
PART-TIME PACKAGE
HANDLERS
S8.50/HR. WITH INCREASES OF
$0.50 AFTER 90 DAYS & S0.50 AT ONE
YEAR
NO WEEKENDS
ON-SITE CLASSES
Available Shifts
WEEKLY PAYCHECK Day 11:30 am- 3:30 pm
(419) 891-6820
Twilight 5:00 pm- 9:00 pm
Midnight 10:45 pm- 2:45 pm
1550 Holland Rd
Pre-load 4:30 am- 9:00 am
Maumee, OH
43537

On Campus In Student Employment
Sept. 11 th

9am- 2pm

Career Services

Sept. 16th

9 am-2 pm

Career Services
Ben Swanger BG News

det1sje@ups.com
jamllee@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Equal Opportuviy Employ*'

'UPS Earn and leam Program GmOahnaa Apply

BIG CATCH: Wide receiver Cornelius McGrady makes a catch and move on a Purdue defender.
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Harris continues stellar play
Senior quarterback continues to turn heads
By Dan Gedney
*SSISTtNI SPORTS EDIfOR

If throwing for 357 yards and
Ihrec louchdowns on the road
against a nationally ranked Big
Ten school does not get losh 1 lams
on the list ol I Icisman Trophy candidates, then perhaps nothing will.
Saturday's perfonnance did gain
I larris some nalional recognition. I Ic
was listed third on l-SPN's College
football Gameday Recap's top perfomicrs list and RSPN commentator
Kirk Mcrbstrcit said that losh Harris
was "for real."
I lowever, the unfortunate truth is
that I larris will more than likely never
make it onto the Heisman candidate
list because he does not play for a big
name school or in a big name conference.
In the Falcons' first two games Ihis
season, Harris has passed for 622
yards and five louchdowns. In his
three-year career with the Falcons, he
has completed 57.5 percent of his
passes for 4312 yards and 33 touchdowns. He is not only a threat
through the air, but can also make
plays happen on the ground. He has
rushed for 1706 yards and 30 touchdowns in his collegiate career. He has
been compared to Michael Vick, who
was taken first in the NFL draft by the
Atlanta Falcons two years ago.
On Saturday he led the Falcons to
their first victory over a nationally
ranked team since 1972. He showed
the poise of a seasoned veteran while
leading his team on a 10 play, 81 -yard
touchdown drive which was capped

by a 32-yard touchdown pass to
Charles Sharon on fourth down and
14 with 2:08 left in the game. On that
game winning drive, I larris complel ed two out of two passes for 50 yards
on fourth down.
In the preseason, 1 larris made the
cover of Street and Smith's college
football magazine. The headline read
that he was beginning his long shot
bid for the Heisman trophy. It is
unfortunate that the tenn "longshot"
is accurate when talking about
Harris's chances at winning the
Heisman Trophy. He is playing for a
school that plays in a conference that
gets almost no respect in the eyes of
the national media. The unfortunate
tnith is that he would probably have
to lead the Falcons to an undefeated
season and pass for close to 400 yards
a game in order for the powers that
be to recognize him as a legitimate
candidate for college football's most
coveted award.
If losh Harris continues to put up
the numbers he has had in the season's first two games, he at least ■
deserves to be on stage when the
Heisman Trophy winner is
announced. Not inviting him there
would be an injustice to what he has
done in his collegiate career. He has
helped turn a floundering BGSU
football program into a legitimate
threat in the MAC and a team worthy
of national ranking. For that he
deserves to be recognized along with
players from more prominent
schools

HARRIS BY THE NUMBERS
The numbers are there, but Harris' name is not when it comes to
Heisman balloting. Here's how he stacks up against N.C. Stale's
Philip Rivers, ESPN.com's leading vote-getter And it just so happens that N.C. State plays Ohio Stale this weekend, right before
Harris gets his chance.
Category
Attempts
Completions
Yards
Touchdowns
Yards Rushing
Interceptions
Team W-L
Source bgsufalcons com, espn.com

Harris

Philip Rivers

66
40
622
5
92
2
2-0

79
64
753
6
1
2
1-1
jotl Hammond BG News

Ben Swangtr 8G News

HARRIS RUSHES: Josh Harris
runs the ball against Purdue.
Harris used his legs and his arm to
rack up the yardage Saturday
afternoon, continuing to draw
national recognition for himself
and Bowling Green. The Falcons
moved into 35th place in both
national polls alter the win.

£

Freaky
Fact...

Every year more

people are killed by
donkeys, than in
aircraft crashes.

r-pj1 large cheese or

«#J* Domino's U^PM ma
1 medium 2 topping pizza

353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)

1 small 3 topping pizza

$7 Student
Value Menu

2 small cheese pizzas

(vaH w/ BCSU D only)

7 Specials
for $7 each!
FraMvtry
£*»
1816 E, Wooster, Unit J ——-

10 chicken kickers &
a 20oz. Coke
8 cheesy bread, 5 wings
&a20oz. Coke
1 small cheese pizza plus 1
of the following: 5 wings,
cheesy bread, bread
sticks or cinna sticks
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Three-team races in East,
By Zach Baker
tonon

face both Miami and Marshall on the
road.

SPOR'S

MAC EAST

Buffalo
Head Coach: Jim Mother |3rd sea-

son]
2002 MAC Record: 0-8
Player to watch: RB Dave Dawson
Outlook: The Bulls can't help but
improve after a winless 2002 MAC
schedule After getting routed in their
first two games of 2003, the Bulls will
have two more non-conference
games before their first MAC game
against Akron. The Bulls do have a
solid running attack, led by Dave
Dawson. and have gained over 2!X)
rushing yards in two consecutive
games. The learn has a difficult road
schedule, having to face Toledo.
Miami and Central Florida.
Andy Minis APPMo

UPENDED: Akron's Bobby Hendry
runs against Wisconsin Saturday.
Akron lost 48-31.
Akron

Mead Coach . Lee < turns [9th sea
soii|
2002 MAC Record: 3-5

Player to watch: QB < lharlie Frye
Outlook: After dropping ils first
two games in 2003. Akron will look to
II'IMHIIIII against I asirni Michigan
this Saturday The team has some
impact players, Including Frye, going
into his junioi season, is ranked sec
ond all time in passing yards at
Akron The defense could be a huge
question mark however, having given
up a combined W) points in losses to
Wisconsin and Kent Slate. The Zips
also have a lough schedule, having to

Gtne Dallon .'.••;-•

INCOMPLETE: UCF's Tavaris
Capers drops a pass against
Virginia Tech.

Central Florida
Mead Coach: Mike Kruczek |6th
seasonI
2002 MAC Record: 6-2
Player 10 watch: QB Ryan
Schneider
Outlook: After a successful inaugural season in the MAC, Central
Florida will look to compete for the
MAC 1-ast title, relying on a strong
offense. Senior quarterback Ryan
Schneider set a single season mark at
UCF in passing, throwing for 3,770
yards in 2002. UCF will also boast a
strong miming attack, led by Alex
I lanes. UCF's MAC schedule Ix'gjns
with four games that they should
win, but then closes with two games
against Marshall and Miami. Outside
the MAC, the Golden Knights
dropped their first game to Virginia
Tech, and will also see non-conference action against Syracuse and
West Virginia.
Kent State
I lead Coach: Dean Peas |5th season |
2002 MAC Record: 1-7
Player to watch: QB losh Cribbs
Play BG: Nov. 15 at Doyt Perry
Stadium
Outlook It was a tough 2002 MAC
campaign for the Golden Flashes,
whose only conference victory came
against Buffalo. Mill, tin- team plaved
competitive games against two of the
toughest teams in the conference,
losing by only a touchdown to both
Miami and Northern Illinois. In a sea
of strong MAC quarterbacks, losh
Cribbs was a standout for Kent,
throwing for and passing for 1.000
yards last season. Kent has already

equaled it's MAC win total from a season ago, winning a 41 -38 diriller over
Akron Aug. 28. The Flashes continue
their MAC schedule Sept. 27, when
they host UCF

,1

*•
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Bob8irdAPPtioto

RUNNING: Marshall's Franklin
"Butchy" Wallace runs against
Holslra.

Marshall
Mead Coach: Bob Pmctt |8th season)
2002 MAC Record: 7-1
Player to watch: QB Stan Hill
Outlook: The defending MidAmerican Conference Champions
are coming off a dominant MAC
record and a bowl win, but that won't
make this season easy for the
Thundering 1 lerd. The loss of Byron
U'ftwich to the NFL puts the spotlight directly on quarterback Stan

Mill, who threw for 536 yards last season. Marshall will still be one of, if not
the team to beat in the east, and their
developing rivalry against Miam
should make the showdowr
between the two teams in Novemhe
a classic. Marshall fell to 9th ranker
Tennessee 34-24 on Saturday, bu
perhaps more importantly saw Mil
go down in the fourth quarter with ;
knee injury. This could hindc
Marshall's offensive production.
Miami

Mead Coach: Terry Hoeppner [StJ
season]
2002 MAC Record: 5-3
Player to watch: QB

Bei

RoethUsberger
Plays BG: Nov. 4 at Miami
Outlook: The buz/, surrounding
Ben RoethUsberger going into thl
season was especially large. Some ii
the Miami area have Ix'cn mention
ing his name in lleisman talk. I
order for Miami to have a chance i
the l-asl, they will need a strong cfloi
from ils defense, last season, tl
Redhawks gave up more than 31
points four times in the 2IKJ2 seasoi
and new defensive coordinator
Narduzzi will look to improve th
team on that side of the ball.
Ohio

I lead Coach: Brian Knorr |2nd set
sonl
2002 MAC Record: 4-4
Player to watch: I LB Denn
Chukwuemeka
Outlook: Comingofa2001 seasoi
where the bobcats had only one coi
MAC, PAGII

OUR GUYS PICK THEIR WINNERS
The MAC News media Association has nothing on our panel ot
experts Sports editor Zach Baker, assistant Dan Gedney, design
editor Joel Hammond and sports photo editor Ben Swanger
make their picks.
Baker
MAC WEST
MAC EAST
Gedney
'^gfc.
/ ^^^^\

BG
loledo

[ f .. _■ ] N. Illinois
I •
I J Western
\-, // Ball State
Central
Eastern
Conference Champion
Marshall

Marsha
Miami
UCF
Ohio
Kent
Akron
Buffalo

MAC WEST

MAC EAST Hammond

MAC WEST

MAC EAST

BG
Marshall
UCF
N. Illinois
Miami
BG
Akron
Toledo
Kent State
Western
Marshall
Western
UCF
Toledo
Miami
Ball State
Ohio
Ball State
Kent
Akron
Eastern
Central.
Ohio
Central
Buffalo
Eastern
Buffalo
Conference Champion
Bowling Green
Conference Champion
Northern Illinois
N Illinois

Swanger

MAC WEST

BG
N. Illinois
Western
Toledo
Eastern
Ball State
Central
Conference Champion
Bowling

MAC EAj
Miami
MarshJ
UCF
Kent
Ohio
Akronl
Buffalo!
Green
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West make for great drama
MAC, FROM PAGE 8

ference win, Brian Knorr made his
first season in Athens a successful
cine by winning half of their MAC
games. They also came within a field
goal of MAC Champion Marshall in
the second to last week of the season.
This season, Knorr will look for further improvement, particularly from
the defense. Middle inside linebacker
Dennis Chukwuemeka leads the
defense, grabbing 116 tackles in 2002
and getting 14 in the team's season
opener against Southern Missouri
State. If Ohio gels continued offensive production, they could become
a team to watch this season.

Plays BG: Nov 22 at Doyt Perry
Stadium
Outlook: You think Toledo is happy
with I he job Tom Amslutz is doing
just down the road? They added
another two years to his contract las'
week just two years into his deal. I le
is 12-3 in two seasons against MAC
opponents, and 19-7 overall. With the
graduation of Brian lones, Toledo has
to go with a new quarterback, and it
could lx' either Cedrick Stevens or
Bnlce (iradkcftvski could see action
behind center.

season]
2002 MAC record: 2-6
Player to watch: RB lerry Seymour
Plays BG: Oct. 4 at Doyt Perry
Stadium
Outlook: Central had a disappointing season last year, and the
Chippewas began this season with
several questions. Perhaps the
biggest was who would start at quarterback, as Central had four quarterlacks competing for the starting job.
Debord went with leff Perry, who had
never taken a snap from scrimmage
coining into this season. Freshman
lerry Seymour had a slrong first
game, and it will be interesting to see
what happens the rest of the year.

MAC WEST
Kail State

THE BURNER DOES HIS THING: Northern Illinois' Michael "the Burner"
Turner runs in his team's win against Maryland. Turner is the nation's leading returning rusher.
Northern Illinois

Head Coach: lot- Novak |Hlh seasonl
2002 Record: 7-1

Player to Watch: RB Michael
Turner
Plays BG: Oct. 25 at Doyt Perry
Stadium
The upset win over Maryland in
week one drew national attention for
the MAC, and knocked Maryland out
of the top 25. Michael Turner was fea-

tured in USA Today, and is probably
the best running back in the conference. Northern Illinois also knocked
off BG lasl season, and went on to
win the MAC west. Oct. 25 could !*•
the biggest game on IK is schedule.
Toledo
I lead Coach: Tom Atstutz |3rd seasonl
2002 Record: 6-2
Player to watch: TE Andrew Clarke

Ouane Burleson AP photo

Al Goldis AP Pholo

TOUCHDOWN: Western Michigan's
Greg Jennings goes untouched for a
Bronco touchdown.

Chns Bergin AP Photo

SACKED: Missouri linebacker
Brandon Barnes sacks Ball State
quarterback Andy Roesch.

CAN'T DO THAT: Eastern
Michigan's Anthony Sherrell is
brought down by his face mask
against Western Illinois

Head Coach: Brady lioke list
Seasonl
2002 MAC Record: 4-4
Player to watch: I Ji Lorenzo Scott
Plays BO: Nov. 22 at Ball State
Outlook: Brady Moke will take over
in Muncie, where the Cardinals will
look to move up in the standings.
Lorenzo Scott returns at linebacker
and joins four other returning
starters on defense. Offensively, Andy
Roesch returns at quarterback, and
Scott Blair takes over at tailback to try
to keep the offense strong

Eastern Michigan
Head Coach: leff Woodruff |4th
season]
2002 MAC Record: I -7 in the MAC
Player to watch: RB Anthony
Sherrell
Plays BG: Oct. 18 at Eastern
Michigan
Eastern finished at the bottom of
die West standings, and while they
could have a better record this season, they are unlikely to challenge for
a title. Anthony Sheirell should keep
the running game strong, but other
than that it's a question mark.

Central Michigan
Head Coach: Mike Debord [3rd

I ft
loe Cavaretta AP Photo

CELEBRATE: Toledo's Terrance Partee, left, Terrance Hudson, center and
Lance Moore celebrate a touchdown against UNLV.

Western Michigan |7th season]
Head Coach: Gary Darnell
2002 Record: 3-5
Player to watch: DE Jason Babin
Plays BG: Oct. 11 al Western
Michigan
Outlook Western Michigan was a
great deal better than its record
showed. Their overtime, 48-45 loss to
Bowling Green was BG's first real test
in the 2002 season. This season, the
Broncos will look to continue their
success at the defensive line, where
they have been slrong for years. Since
1997, Western Michigan has had
more sacks 1205) than any other MAC
learn. With the return of jason Babin,
the defense could be better, and that
could be trouble for the rest of the
MAC.
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Seniors lead the way in 2003
By Dan Gedney
*ssisI»NI spoms tonon
Win
ihe
Mid
American
(/inference Vtost Division.
Thai is lite goal head coach Gregg
Brandon has sel for his Falcon
squad. Ill order in accomplish this
task, the Falcons will l(H>k to their
voteran players to lead them ilirou^h
their upcoming \1A(' si hedule. I lere
is a look at the 2003 Rakon football
senior class and their accomplish'
menu throughout theit career at
BGSU.

DB Janssen Patton
His 2H career sums are the most
among lit; defensive players He led
the ream with four Interceptions his
freshmen year. Named to the AllMAC second learn in 2001 and 2002.
Ilecordcd 145 tackles in his first three

QB Josh Harris
Spent time as a quarterback, running back, kick returner and receive
his freshman year. Finished second
on the team with 292 rushing yards,
l-cd the team with tii4 rushing yards
SENIORS, PAGE 14

I.D.Poole»APPtido
SENIOR: Senior linebacker Milch Hewitt makes a tackle against Eastern
Kentucky in week one.

Ben Smnjer BG Nwis
THE MAN: Senior Josh Harris looks tor daylight Saturday against the
Boilermakers.

Preferred Properties Co.
www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

14.99
1 LARGE. 2 ITEM PIZZA, REGULAR
BREADSTICKS, AND A 2-LITER OF POP

419-354-7900
1096 N. Main St.
(in the Kroger Plaza)

NEW!

Hours:
Sunday 12-9
Monday-Thursday 11-9
Friday/Saturday 11-10

Parmesan breadsticks, Cinnamon Sticks,
Sicilian Style Pizza (deep dish)

Dine-In/Carry-Out

'BEST SANDWICH ON THE PLANET!'

Make your home at:
Newly Renovated Haven House • Updated
Fox Run • Piedmont • Newly Renovated
Birchwood •Triplex
Models Now Open
Small k
pets
allowed at
Triplex &
Birchwood ,S

530 S. Maple St.

for details

Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30
Sal. 10-2

Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
•Indoor Heated Pool
«New Equipment
•Sauna
'Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available
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MAC deserves more recognition
DAN
GEDNEY
Asst. Sports Editor

In the first two weeks of the 2003
college football season, the MidAmerican Conference has been
responsible for knocking two teams
outofthetop25.
In week one, Northern Illinois
took Maryland out with a 20-13 victory, and Bowling Green knocked
Purdue out of the polls with a 27-26
win at Purdue. Despite these factors,
the MAC has no teams in the top 25.
Saturday's victory over Purdue
improved BG's all-time record
against BCS affiliated schools to 6-0.
However, it will be next to impossi-

ble for BG or any other MAC school
to get into a BCS bowl game.
Last season it took BG six weeks to
crack the top 25 despite two consecutive victories over the Big 12 early
in the season. It just seems that the
national media refuses to ever take
the MAC seriously.
The MAC has two quarterbacks
who deserve consideration for the
HeismanTrophy-BG's Josh Harris
and Miami's Ben Roethlisberger- yet
the odds are not very good for seeing
either of them on the candidate list
I am not trying to say that the
MAC can compete on the same level
week in and week out with conferences like the Big Ten, Big 12 or Pac
Ten, but 1 do believe that the MAC
should at least be given a legitimate
shot of competing in a more promi-

nent bowl game if one of the teams
has a big season.
This does not go for the MAC
alone. There are teams from other
Mid-Major conferences that have
played spoiler against big name, BCS
affiliated schools The way the system is set up right now in college
football, if a school is not in one of
the more elite conferences,' then it
does not have much of a chance at
figuring into the national title picture
unless the team has a phenomenal
year.
There has been talk about setting
up some kind of playoff system in
college football. This is definitely a
way to give every conference a
chance at making an impact on the
national championship. Instead of
letting schools sit idle for more than

a month in between their final regular season game and whatever bowl
game they are put in. why not have a

three or four round single elimination playoff to determine the national champion?
Respecting the fact that certain
conferences are tougher than others,
teams from the better conferences
can have the higher seedings and
perhaps even byes if that is necessary. Most sports fans love late season upsets, this would create the

chance for them to see some.
Instead of letting a computer formula that most average sports fans
do not understand pick two teams
that will play for the national title,
why not let all the conference winners decide that on the field? Time
after lime it has been proven that
anything can happen in sports.
Putting in a playoff system like this
just might give the unthinkable a
chance to happen.

IF THE VEGGIES
ON OUR SANDWICHES •!
WERE ANY FRESHER.
OUR DELIVERY
! VEHICLES WOULD RE i

TRACTORS
TASTINC

IS

BELIEVING

9

X^l*?** *
:

&;' ;
-»**i
Ben Swanger BG News

BIG CATCH: Kenneth Brantley makes a reception against Purdue.

Uir|
'^1

16IE E. WOOSTER AVE. -352.7200
BOWLINC CRfES

JIMMY
JOHNS
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Kent, Cribbs mauled by Pitt
By Alan Robinson
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Heidelberg
Distributing
Company
Proud Supporters of Falcon Football
BG's CLOSEST OUTLET FOR KEG SALES
Heidelberg- for all your party needs
State minimum prices on all kegs

Samuel Adams
Great Lakes
Old Milwaukee
Warstelner
teineken

LIGHT

Sierra Nevada
Guinness
Harp
Wood Chuck Cider
Newcastle
3
abst
Slue Moon

Largest Selection of Imported, Domestic, and
Hand Crafted Beers in Northwestern Ohio
Complete selection of draught supplies
Cups, taps, ice coolers, trailers, and T-shirts
Heidelberg Distributing Co.
912 Third Street
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
20 minutes from BGSU
(Easily accessible off 1-75 at
Buck Road in the Ampoint
Industrial Complex)

(419)666-9783

Turnpike

BGSU

Heidelberg

-

o
z

Open Saturdays 9-1

l^ii-ml

We'll wait for
your business

PITTSBURGH — Maybe a troubling week off the field made
Pittsburgh
quarterback
Rod
Rutherford eager to show again what
he can do on it.
Rutherford, benched at the start
for disciplinary reasons, threw four
touchdown passes in the second
quarter and No. 10 Pittsburgh
breezed to a 43-3 victory over Kent
State on Saturday night.
larry Fitzgerald, far too quick and
athletic to be contained by Kent
State's undersized secondary, caught
scoring passes of 7,11 and 54 yards in
less than 10 minutes as Pitt turned a
3-0 deficit into a 28-3 halftime lead.
Rutherford, charged Friday over a
parking lot dispute with a 19-year-old
woman last weekend, came on following a blocked punt and immediately threw a 20-yard scoring pass to
Princell Brockenbrough, It was the
first throw and play of the season for
Rutherford and the first career catch
for Brockenbrough, a junior college
transfer who sat out last season with
a knee injury.
Pittsburgh (1 -0) looked like a totally different team once Rutherford
came on after punting on its first
three possessions with redshirt freshman Luke Getsy at quarterback.
Rutherford also looked like a totally different quarterback than he did
in Pin's opener last season. Then, in
his first career start, he was intercepted three times in an unimpressive 2714 victory over Ohio University.
Despite a disconcerting week filled
with police interviews and meeting
with his attorney, Rutherford didn't
look distracted or unprepared when
he came on with Pitt trailing 3-0.
Rutherford, nearly as big as some
of Pitt's linebackers at 6-foot-3 and
225 pounds, hit Brockenbrough in
the numbers with a line drive of a
pass on his first throw, and went on to
complete 17 of 25 passes for 288
yards and no interceptions in only
two quarters.
"He's got a lot of games to go, but
he was on top of it," Pittsburgh coach
Walt Hams said. "He made it happen
for us. I couldn't be more proud of his
ability to deal with this challenge and
get ready and not just play, but play
as well as he did."
Despite praising Rutherford,
Hams emphasized his senior star
faces additional internal disciplinary
action, though the coach doesn't
plan to reveal what it is.

GerwJ PuskarAP Photo

UNDER PRESSURE: Kent quarterback Josh Cribbs is pressured by Pitt
end Thomas Smith.

"We would like to put this behind
us as soon as we can," Harris said.
Pittsburgh did not make
Rutherford available for comment.
"He got them pumped up," Kent
State safety Shannon Davis said.
"He's got a great arm he had all day to
put it in there."
Fitzgerald took advantage of frequent one-on-one coverage to make
six catches for 123 yards. He also
caught a touchdown pass for a
school-record seventh consecutive
game.
"It definitely got frustrating after
awhile going against him," Davis
said.
His first touchdown catch, a leaping 7-yarder in the end zone, came
just 2:12 after Brockenbrough's
touchdown and finished off an 80-

yard, six-play drive.
Fitzgerald's next two scores also
ended quick drives, with Rutherford's
23-yard throw to Brockenbrough setting up Fitzgerald's 11-yard touchdown on a two-play drive.
Pitt needed just three plays to travel 76 yards on its next possession,
with Rutherford again finding
Fitzgerald in solo coverage down the
sideline. Comerback Ray Coley of
Kent State (1-1) was in position to
make the tackle at about the 30, but
Fitzgerald used an inside-out move
to dodge him and ran untouched
into the end zone.
Brandon Miree added a 2-yard
scoring run in the third quarter during a 113-yard night, his fourth consecutive 100-yard game.
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Akron falls to Wisconsin, 48-31
By Arme Stapleton
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MADISON, Wis. — Lee Evans had
214 yards receiving and Anthony
Davis had 247 yards rushing as No.
18 Wisconsin held off Akron 48-31
Saturday.
It was the first time in the program's 114-year history that the
Badgers (2-0) had a wideout and
running back both top 200 yards in
the same game.
And both players saved their
biggest plays for last.
Evans caught a school-record 99yard touchdown pass from lim Sorgi
moments after Jeff Mack and Ryan
Aiello stuffed Bobby Hendry inches
from ihe goal line on fourth down
with 6 1/2 minutes remaining.
The Zips (0-2) had already
trimmed a 21-point halftime deficit
to 34-31, but they fell apart after failing to grab the lead.

Evans, who tore up a knee in the
2002 spring game, sat out last year
and had two operations, showed he
hasn't lost a step.
Me beat cornerback Rickey
McKenzie off the line, hauled in the
pass at his 40 and then outraced
McKenzie to the end zone for a 4131 lead.
lim Leonhard, who led the nation
with 11 interceptions last year, then
picked off Charlie Frye's pass at the
Badgers' 4.
Davis, the nation's leading rusher
over the last two seasons, reeled off a
45-yard run before trotting off and
'watching backup Dwayne Smith
score from 34 yards out to make it
48-31.
Davis ran 29 times for 247 yards—
he had a 52-yarder erased by penalty — and scored three times, all in
the first half as the Badgers opened
up a 31 -10 lead.

Evans caught nine passes for 214
yards and two touchdowns. He also
caught a 6-yard scoring pass in the
first half from Sorgi. who was 14-of25 for 281 yards.
Their performances helped the
Badgers hold off the Zips, who got
another outstanding performance
from Frye. He completed 31 of 49
passes for 372 yards and a touchdown.
He also ran for a score and was
intercepted twice.
The Badgers needed a strong
fourth quarter to avoid an upset by
a Mid-American Conference team
for the second straight season. last
year, they beat Northern Illinois 2421 thanks to a touchdown in the
final two minutes.
Hendry and Frye both scored on
2-yard runs and, after Scott
Campbell's 35-yard field goal,

Dennis Basch's 7-yard touchdown

27-yard field goal.

run with 11 minutes remaining
pulled the Zips to 34-31. Basch's
score came after McKenzie intercepted Sorgi at the Akron 9.
Davis scored on runs of 10,20 and
14 yards in the first half.
After Davis's second TD. senior
safety Ryan Aiello snapped Frye's
streak of 106 straight passes without
an interception when he returned
his first career pickoff 22 yards to
the Akron 8, leading to Campbell's

Frye hit lason Montgomery over
the middle for a 30-yard touchdown, pulling the Zips to 17-10.
After two moreTD runs by Davis,
Frye's 37-yard desperation pass on
the final play of the first half
bounced off Matt Cherry's chest in
the end zone.
Cherry held on to a 35-yard scoring pass in the first quarter but it
was wiped out by a holding call.

eat fresh.

$5 OFF
YOUR PURCHASE OF A
THREE FOOT PARTY SUB.

•SUBUJOW
Morry Gash AP Photo

524 E. Wooster • 854 S. Main • 1234 N. Main

RECORD: Wisconsin wide receiver Lee Evans beats Akron's Rickey McKenzie for a touchdown.
24-HOUR NOTICE NEEDED
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Seniors — like last year's group that included
Haneline — a big part of Falcons' success
SENIORS, fROM PAGE 10

in 2001 Became only (he second
player in school history to throw for
mure than 400 yards in a game
when he threw for 402 yards against

for one since 2000. Finished second
on the team with tackles (85) and
passes broken up (II) last season.
Recorded a career-high 14 tackles
against Toledo in November.

DB Michael Malone

Northwestern. Named the ESPN
.National Player of the Week for his
efforts against Northwestern. Broke
the BGSU single-season touchdown
record with 22TDls in 2002. Finished
among the nations leaders in points

Recorded 55 tackles, 29 solo in 11
games last season. Recorded 113
tackles. 68 solo in his first three years
as a Falcon.

responsible for (second, 21.09),
scoring (fourth, 11.17) and total
offense (16th. 263.50). l.ed the MAC
in scoring and finished seventh in
passing efficiency (125.3) and passing yards per game (202.1).

Started every game in 2001 and
2002. Key player in a Falcon offense
that was third in the nation in scoring (40.83), eighth in total offense
per game (448.92), and 15th in rushing (219.08) last season.

LB Mitch Hewitt

DL Will Teague

Started all 12 games last season,
finished third on the team with 84
tackles. Led the MAC with three
recoveied fumbles last season.

DB Jason Morton

0L Scott Mruczowski

Redshirled last season due to an
ankle injury. Played in all 11 games
in 2001, recording 10 tackles, 5 solo.
Played in 10 games in 2000, recording three tackles and one blocked
kick.

lias played in every game except

Ben Swanger 8G News
SENIORS MAKE THE PLAYS: Janssen Patton, below right, forces a fumble

BG's source for Student vehicles!

while Michael Malone, left, looks on. Malone and Patton are two ot the
Falcons' seniors looking to carry on a tradition left by seniors in the past.

If you would like
to see your ad
appear here...

contact the BG News
Ad Department at
372-2605 or visit
204 West Hall.
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Ben Swanger BG News
PHOTOS FROM A WIN: Cole Magner hangs onto the ball for his second-quarter touchdown. Above, right, Charles
Sharon pulls away the game-winning touchdown tram a Purdue defender. Below, James Hawkins catches a touchdown pass from Josh Harris.

CUSTOM DECORATED SPORTSWEAR

• PANCHOS
• JACKETS
• JERSEYS
• EMBROIDERY

FROGG TOGGS

SWEATS
TEES
HEADWARE

Open Mon.-Fri. 10-6, Tues. 10-5
aardart@bnnorth net
888-955-5075

Go Falcons!

419-354-6686

902 E. WOOSTIR ST.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

www.newloverealty.com
(419)352-5620

332 S. Main
our only office)
newlo1@dacor.net
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Watch the Falcons take down Liberty
September 13th at 6 p*m*
Visit us for all
of your BGSU
Falcons
souveniers &
game wear
www.sbxgofalcons.com

Student Book Exchange
VISA

Hours:
Monday^Friday 9am-5:30pm;
Saturday 10am'5pm

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

